Draft Agenda Board Meeting 24 October 2017

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Meeting to be held
On 24 October 2017
At 1.30 pm in the Board Room
AGENDA
Number

Item

Clerk

Action
Required:
Decision,
Discussion, For
Noting
Noting

BM.17.6.02 Apologies for Absence

Clerk

Noting

BM.17.6.03 Any Additional Declarations of Interest including
specific items on this Agenda.

Chair

Noting

BM.17.6.04 Draft Minutes of Board Meeting held on 29 August
2017*

Chair

Decision

BM.17.6.05 Draft Matters Arising/Action Sheet from Board
meeting held on 29 August 2017*

Clerk

Noting

Mr M Easton

Noting

Dr J McLeman

Noting

BM.17.6.07 Update on GDPR *

Mr D Duncan

Discussion

BM.17.6.08 Risk Management Process and Risk Appetite Statement

Mr J Yorston

Discussion

BM.17.6.01

(i)
(ii)

Presented By

Resignations
Appointments

BM.17.6.06 Minutes of Committee Meetings:
I. Draft Minutes of Finance and General
Purposes Committee 12 September 2017*
II.
Draft Minutes of Audit Committee 10
October 2017 ~````

~

BM.17.6.09 Minutes of UHI Court held on 20 September 2017~ Chair

Noting

BM.17.6.10 Minutes of FERB held on 13 September 2017*

Mr M Easton

Noting

BM.17.6.11 Finance Update *

Mr M Easton

Noting

BM.17.6.12 Health and Safety Update - verbal

Chair

Noting
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BM.17.6.13 Emerging Issues - verbal

Chair

Discussion

BM.17.6.14 CPP LOIP and Locality Plan

Mr J Bodman

Noting

BM.17.6.15 HISA update*

Mr M Harshaw
Mr A Simpson

Noting

BM.17.6.16 Principal’s Report*

Principal

Discussion

BM.17.6.17 Update on Strategic Planning*

Mr M Easton

Discussion/
Decision

BM.17.6.18 Final Self Evaluation Document~

Principal/Mrs C
Newlands

Decision

BM.17.6.19 Corporate Parenting Plan*

Mrs H Henderson

Noting

BM.17.6.20 Date of next meeting – 12 December 2017

Clerk

Noting

RESERVED ITEMS
BM.17.6.21 Draft Reserved Minutes of Board of Management
Meeting held on 29 August 2017*

Chair

Decision

Clerk

Noting

Mr M Easton

Noting

Dr J McLeman

Noting

BM.17.6.22 Draft Reserved Matters Arising from Meeting held
on 29 August 2017*
BM.17.6.23 Reserved Minutes of Committee Meetings:
I. Draft Reserved Minutes of Finance and
General Purposes Meeting held on 12
September 2017*
II.
Draft Reserved Minutes of Audit
Committee Meeting held on 10 October
2017*

Draft Minutes of Board Meeting 29.08.2017
Agenda item: BM.17.6.04

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Minutes of Meeting held on
Tuesday 29 August 2017
At 1.30 pm in the Board Room

Present:
Mr Peter Graham (Chair)
Mr Joe Bodman
Mr Murray Easton
Mrs Anna Templeton
Mrs Seonaid Mustard
Mr A Simpson
Mrs Deborah Newton

Mr John Yorston
Mr James Knowles
Mrs Caroline Webster
Dr Jessie McLeman
Mr David Patterson
Mr M Harshaw

In Attendance:
Mrs Cathie Fair (Clerk)
Mrs Chris Newlands
Mrs Jackie Andrews
Mr Nick Clinton

Mrs El Melton (Minute Secretary)
Mr Derek Duncan
Mr Garry Rendall

Observing:
Mrs Louise Proctor (Unison)

Item
BM.17.5.01
1.1
1.2

Action
(i)
Resignations
A resignation had been received from Mr Nick Taylor
(ii)
Appointments
Mrs Seonaid Mustard, Mrs Deborah Newton and Mrs
Caroline Webster were introduced as new members
to the Board.

BM.17.5.02
2.1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies had been received from the following:
Mr David Dalziel
Mr Mark Wood
Mrs Joan Johnston

BM.17.5.03

Any Additional Declarations of Interest including
specific items on this Agenda
No additional declarations of interest were noted.

3.1

Date

Draft Minutes of Board Meeting 29.08.2017
Agenda item: BM.17.6.04
BM.17.5.04
4.1

Draft Minutes of Board Meeting held on 20 June
2017
The minutes were accepted as a true record and
approved by the Board:
Proposed: Mr J Knowles
Seconded: Mr J Bodman
Dr McLeman requested context be provided with
regards to agenda item 17.4.16 and queried if an
action had come from this. Mr Patterson explained
that the context with come from the Regional
Outcome Agreement

BM.17.5.05
5.1

5.2

Action
5.3

Action
5.4
5.5
Action

Draft Matters Arising/actions Sheet from Board
meeting held on 2 May 2017
5.10 There are currently plans for a HISA committee
to be introduced. HISA reps are due to meet with Mr
Patterson to discuss whether this would eliminate the
need for a separate student affairs committee. It will
also be discussed whether this committee will be a
Board or HISA responsibility.
4.8 The Gender action plan has not yet been received
but Mrs McCormack is still currently working on it
and is due to meet with Mrs Lindsay to discuss.
The date of submission was queried and is to be
confirmed.
To confirm the date for submission of the Gender
Action Plan
8.4 Mrs Templeton explained that the reasons behind
the increase in complaints is a complex issue with
many different aspects which needs to be dealt with
through the Self Evaluation process.
Mrs Templeton explained that the procedures mean
that complaints are escalated to line managers,
therefore a conversation needs to be had with these
to clarify what happens following this.
Mrs Templeton also added that complaints through
the red button are UHI wide not just Moray College
related. The Board requested that a brief summary of
the types of complaints be brought back to the Board
To produce a brief summary on the nature of
complaints for a future Board meeting
10.2 Mr Hartley has been in contact with the fire
Officer and Moray College is considered low risk.
10.3 Mr Dalziel to take this forward with the relevant
Director
Mr Dalziel to make contact with relevant Director
about Colleges Safety Policies and Strategies

Clerk

Immediate

Mrs
Templeton

ASAP

Mr Dalziel

ASAP
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BM.17.5.06
6.1

Action

Finance Update - Verbal
Mr Easton updated the board on the current financial
position of the college which suggested a deficit of
£466K, explaining that the recovery plan that was put
in place has been successful regardless of the fact
that VSS failed to achieve the savings originally
forecast.
Mr Clinton is currently working on final figures for the
FFR and this will be presented to the Finance and
General Purpose’s committee on 12 September. A full
report will then be provided to the Board in October.
Objectives and targets of the new Business
Development committee will be discussed at the
F&GP also. This committee will be chaired by Mr
Clinton.
Mr Graham queried what is being done to look at
roles that are no longer required following VS.
Mr Easton explained that the deficit had been
significantly reduced by posts not being filled or at
least challenged.
Mr Patterson added that Authority to Recruit
applications are currently being considered to decide
which posts are crucial.
It was agreed that an update of the FRP is required
following the F&GP, this will be discussed at the
October board.
FFR submission has been extended to September
from 30 June and is to be submitted for approval at
F&GP.
To inform the Board of any major variance to FFR

BM.17.5.07
7.1

Health and Safety Update - Verbal
There were health and safety no issues to report

BM.17.5.8
8.1

Emerging Issues - Verbal
Dr McLeman thanked Mr Yorston on work submitted
on Risk and asked members for any additional
comments regarding the risk matrix.
Dr McLeman also queried if everyone was aware of
the change in the General data protection legislation
next year and Mr Patterson will look into this.
Mr Graham noted that Moray College is currently one
point behind North Highland College with regards to
the campus redevelopment. Mr Patterson to
negotiate with EO about prioritisation.
Follow up on away day – Mr Easton suggested an end
of year reflection on lessons learned.
To circulate an e-mail to Board members requesting
members highlight two best things about the past
year and two things that could have been better.

Action

Mr Clinton

ASAP

Clerk

ASAP
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BM.17.5.09
9.1

BM.17.5.10

10.1

Progress on Commercialisation - Verbal
Mr Clinton will Chair this group and present the
objectives and terms of reference to the next F&GP
meeting on 12 September 2017.
Mr Duncan, Mrs Newlands, Mr Rendall, Mrs Andrews
and Mr Clinton entered 14.05pm
Principals Report including:
i Update on Strategy
ii Review of Operational Plan 2016-17
iii Draft Self Evaluation Document
iv Update on VSS (RESERVED)
v Proposed new college structure
vi Update on National Bargaining (RESERVED)
vii Student Applications
Proposed New Structure - Mr Patterson gave a brief
explanation on the new structure explaining that
there are still some arrangements to be confirmed.
Mr Patterson supported the report provided by
explaining the roles of the Directors. He explained
that there have also been some adjustments
necessary to the structure below this level.
Dr McLeman sought assurance that due consideration
had been given to governance when setting the new
structure. Mrs Newlands agreed that this needs to
take place.
Some time was subsequently spent by the Board
discussing with senior management the changes to
the structure, distribution of responsibilities, impact
of the changes on staff morale and it was concluded
that neither positive nor negative feedback had been
detected as staff were extremely busy with
enrolment and induction at this time.
It was agreed that an update be brought back to the
board on the progress of the structure.

10.2

Update on Strategy - Mr Patterson provided a recap
on the work that had taken place on development of
the Strategic plan over the past 15 months. He
explained the Mission, Vision and Values and the
themes that had emerged from consultation with
staff and stakeholders.
He acknowledged the work still to be completed was
to agree the strategic aims and objectives and
consider impact and outcomes. The themes which
had emerged were
 Curriculum
 Learning and Teaching
 Organisational Culture
 Partnership
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Action

10.3

10.4

 Sustainability
It was suggested that a number of short life working
groups be set up consisting of Board members and
senior management to each focus on the above
strategic aims. It was stressed that when setting the
strategic aims, these will need to be linked to
Regional Outcome Agreement, the UHI Strategic Plan
and the Financial Memorandum. Mr Graham
suggested the membership of each group and Mrs
Fair is to circulate contact details to allow the groups
to communicate.
The Board agreed on this general approach to move
forward with strategic planning.
Draft Self Evaluation Document – Mr Patterson
introduced the draft self-evaluation which Mr
McGarry produced before leaving Moray College on
24 August.
HMI are due to provide feedback on the Draft and
then there will be a 4 week period to review the
document and present to the board for approval. The
Board were reminded that the self-evaluation
document will be published this year but not the
Grade.
Student Applications - Mr Patterson noted that SMT
are keeping a close eye on numbers during and
following enrolment and an update will be provided.
HE applications are generally at or above previous
year’s level although FE applications are 10% down
on previous year. 14 Students are signed up for
student residences.

BM.17.5.11
11.1

Learner Survey
Mrs Templeton explained that the results of the
Learner Survey is fed into the self-evaluation system.
It was suggested that a paper that reflects the
present compared to past surveys would be helpful.
Mr Graham asked that in future this be compared
against last year’s results. HISA will promote and
encourage more student participation in this.

BM.17.4.12
12.1

Proposed New Committee Membership 2017-18
Mrs Newton requested clarity on being a member of
both Audit and F&GP. Mr Graham explained that Mrs
Newton will be a full member of Audit and be in
Attendance at F&GP to provide a necessary link
between the 2 committees.
The former staffing committee will be resurrected but
will be renamed with Mr Dalziel to chair.

Mrs Fair

Immediate
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The Building committee is to be put on hold for the
foreseeable future with responsibility being assumed
by F&GP. Miss Webster will liaise with Head of
Estates and report back to F&GP.
Audit Committee may need to look into co-opting an
additional member.
Committee memberships were approved in principle.
BM.17.5.13

13.1

Staff Elections for Board of Management
1. Good Practice Guide for Staff Members to
Board
For Noting - Approved

BM.17.5.14
14.1

Updated Board Members Code of Conduct
For Noting – Mrs Fair had checked on whether there
was a template in UHI and on checking this is exactly
the same as the current Code of Conduct. Mrs Fair
suggested extended its use to 2020. This was
approved.

BM.17.5.15
15.1

Update to Standing Orders
The Standing Orders had been slightly altered to take
into account issues raised by the Auditors. However,
the Standing Orders will have to be reviewed to
reflect recent changes to Committees. This was
approved.

BM.17.5.16
16.1

Any Other Business
Mr Patterson informed the Board that the College is
hosting the Moray Chamber of Commerce Dinner on
Friday 1 September 2017.
Mr Easton suggested the Board consider including a
20-30 minute slot during Board meetings to allow
different academic areas to showcase the work of
curriculum areas. This would help to focus the
agenda on more academic and staffing issues. Some
discussion took place on the best format for this. As
the Board room is booked from 1000 on the date of
each Board meeting an option would be to hold this
prior to the actual meeting.
Mrs Templeton was asked to draw up a schedule for
this over the course of the academic year.

16.2

Action

BM.17.5.17
17.1

Date of Next Meeting
24 October 2017

RESERVED ITEMS
BM.17.5.18 Draft Reserved Minutes of Board of Management
Meeting held on 29 August 2017
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.

Mrs
Templeton

ASAP
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BM.17.5.19

Draft Reserved Matters Arising from Meeting held
on 29 August 2017
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.

BM.17.5.10

Update on VSS - verbal
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.
Update on National Bargaining
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.
Meeting closed 16.25pm
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Minutes of Meeting held on
Tuesday 29 August 2017
At 1.30 pm in the Board Room

Present:
Mr Peter Graham (Chair)
Mr Joe Bodman
Mr Murray Easton
Mrs Anna Templeton
Mrs Seonaid Mustard
Mr A Simpson
In Attendance:
Mrs Cathie Fair (Clerk)
Mrs Chris Newlands
Mrs Jackie Andrews
Mr Nick Clinton

Mr John Yorston
Mr James Knowles
Mrs Caroline Webster
Dr Jessie McLeman
Mr David Patterson
Mr M Harshaw

Mrs El Melton (Minute Secretary)
Mr Derek Duncan
Mr Garry Rendall

Observing:
Mrs Louise Proctor (Unison)

Item
BM.17.5.01
1.1
1.2

Action
(i)
Resignations
A resignation had been received from Mr Nick Taylor
(ii)
Appointments
Mrs Seonaid Mustard, Mrs Deborah Newton and Mrs
Caroline Webster were introduced as new members
to the Board.

BM.17.5.02
2.1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies had been received from the following:
Mr David Dalziel
Mr Mark Wood
Mrs Joan Johnston

BM.17.5.03

Any Additional Declarations of Interest including
specific items on this Agenda
No additional declarations of interest were noted.

3.1

Date
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BM.17.5.04
4.1

Draft Minutes of Board Meeting held on 20 June
2017
The minutes were accepted as a true record and
approved by the Board:
Proposed: Mr J Knowles
Seconded: Mr J Bodman
Dr McLeman requested context be provided with
regards to agenda item 17.4.16 and queried if an
action had come from this. Mr Patterson explained
that the context with come from the Regional
Outcome Agreement

BM.17.5.05
5.1

5.2

Action
5.3

Action
5.4
5.5
Action

Draft Matters Arising/actions Sheet from Board
meeting held on 2 May 2017
5.10 There are currently plans for a HISA committee
to be introduced. HISA reps are due to meet with Mr
Patterson to discuss whether this would eliminate the
need for a separate student affairs committee. It will
also be discussed whether this committee will be a
Board or HISA responsibility.
4.8 The Gender action plan has not yet been received
but Mrs McCormack is still currently working on it
and is due to meet with Mrs Lindsay to discuss.
The date of submission was queried and is to be
confirmed.
To confirm the date for submission of the Gender
Action Plan
8.4 Mrs Templeton explained that the reasons behind
the increase in complaints is a complex issue with
many different aspects which needs to be dealt with
through the Self Evaluation process.
Mrs Templeton explained that the procedures mean
that complaints are escalated to line managers,
therefore a conversation needs to be had with these
to clarify what happens following this.
Mrs Templeton also added that complaints through
the red button are UHI wide not just Moray College
related. The Board requested that a brief summary of
the types of complaints be brought back to the Board
To produce a brief summary on the nature of
complaints for a future Board meeting
10.2 Mr Hartley has been in contact with the fire
Officer and Moray College is considered low risk.
10.3 Mr Dalziel to take this forward with the relevant
Director
Mr Dalziel to make contact with relevant Director
about Colleges Safety Policies and Strategies

Clerk

Immediate

Mrs
Templeton

ASAP

Mr Dalziel

ASAP
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BM.17.5.06
6.1

Action

Finance Update - Verbal
Mr Easton updated the board on the current financial
position of the college which suggested a deficit of
£466K, explaining that the recovery plan that was put
in place has been successful regardless of the fact
that VSS failed to achieve the savings originally
forecast.
Mr Clinton is currently working on final figures for the
FFR and this will be presented to the Finance and
General Purpose’s committee on 12 September. A full
report will then be provided to the Board in October.
Objectives and targets of the new Business
Development committee will be discussed at the
F&GP also. This committee will be chaired by Mr
Clinton.
Mr Graham queried what is being done to look at
roles that are no longer required following VS.
Mr Easton explained that the deficit had been
significantly reduced by posts not being filled or at
least challenged.
Mr Patterson added that Authority to Recruit
applications are currently being considered to decide
which posts are crucial.
It was agreed that an update of the FRP is required
following the F&GP, this will be discussed at the
October board.
FFR submission has been extended to September
from 30 June and is to be submitted for approval at
F&GP.
To inform the Board of any major variance to FFR

BM.17.5.07
7.1

Health and Safety Update - Verbal
There were health and safety no issues to report

BM.17.5.8
8.1

Emerging Issues - Verbal
Dr McLeman thanked Mr Yorston on work submitted
on Risk and asked members for any additional
comments regarding the risk matrix.
Dr McLeman also queried if everyone was aware of
the change in the General data protection legislation
next year.
Mr Graham noted that Moray College is currently one
point behind North Highland College with regards to
the campus redevelopment. Mr Patterson to
negotiate with EO about prioritisation.
Follow up on away day – Mr Easton suggested an end
of year reflection on lessons learned.
To circulate an e-mail to Board members requesting
members highlight two best things about the past
year and two things that could have been better.

Action

Mr Clinton

ASAP

Clerk

ASAP
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BM.17.5.09
9.1

BM.17.5.10

10.1

Progress on Commercialisation - Verbal
Mr Clinton will Chair this group and present the
objectives and terms of reference to the next F&GP
meeting on 12 September 2017.
Mr Duncan, Mrs Newlands, Mr Rendall, Mrs Andrews
and Mr Clinton entered 14.05pm
Principals Report including:
i Update on Strategy
ii Review of Operational Plan 2016-17
iii Draft Self Evaluation Document
iv Update on VSS (RESERVED)
v Proposed new college structure
vi Update on National Bargaining (RESERVED)
vii Student Applications
Proposed New Structure - Mr Patterson gave a brief
explanation on the new structure explaining that
there are still some arrangements to be confirmed.
Mr Patterson supported the report provided by
explaining the roles of the Directors. He explained
that there have also been some adjustments
necessary to the structure below this level.
Dr McLeman sought assurance that due consideration
had been given to governance when setting the new
structure. Mrs Newlands agreed that this needs to
take place.
Some time was subsequently spent by the Board
discussing with senior management the changes to
the structure, distribution of responsibilities, impact
of the changes on staff morale and it was concluded
that neither positive nor negative feedback had been
detected as staff were extremely busy with
enrolment and induction at this time.
It was agreed that an update be brought back to the
board on the progress of the structure.

10.2

Update on Strategy - Mr Patterson provided a recap
on the work that had taken place on development of
the Strategic plan over the past 15 months. He
explained the Mission, Vision and Values and the
themes that had emerged from consultation with
staff and stakeholders.
He acknowledged the work still to be completed was
to agree the strategic aims and objectives and
consider impact and outcomes. The themes which
had emerged were
 Curriculum
 Learning and Teaching
 Organisational Culture
 Partnership
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Action

10.3

10.4

 Sustainability
It was suggested that a number of short life working
groups be set up consisting of Board members and
senior management to each focus on the above
strategic aims. It was stressed that when setting the
strategic aims, these will need to be linked to
Regional Outcome Agreement, the UHI Strategic Plan
and the Financial Memorandum. Mr Graham
suggested the membership of each group and Mrs
Fair is to circulate contact details to allow the groups
to communicate.
The Board agreed on this general approach to move
forward with strategic planning.
Draft Self Evaluation Document – Mr Patterson
introduced the draft self-evaluation which Mr
McGarry produced before leaving Moray College on
24 August.
HMI are due to provide feedback on the Draft and
then there will be a 4 week period to review the
document and present to the board for approval. The
Board were reminded that the self-evaluation
document will be published this year but not the
Grade.
Student Applications - Mr Patterson noted that SMT
are keeping a close eye on numbers during and
following enrolment and an update will be provided.
HE applications are generally at or above previous
year’s level although FE applications are 10% down
on previous year. 31 Students are signed up for
student residences.

BM.17.5.11
11.1

Learner Survey
Mrs Templeton explained that the results of the
Learner Survey is fed into the self-evaluation system.
It was suggested that a paper that reflects the
present compared to past surveys would be helpful.
Mr Graham asked that in future this be compared
against last year’s results. HISA will promote and
encourage more student participation in this.

BM.17.4.12
12.1

Proposed New Committee Membership 2017-18
Mrs Newton requested clarity on being a member of
both Audit and F&GP. Mr Graham explained that Mrs
Newton will be a full member of Audit and be in
Attendance at F&GP to provide a necessary link
between the 2 committees.
The former staffing committee will be resurrected but
will be renamed with Mr Dalziel to chair.

Mrs Fair

Immediate
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The Building committee is to be put on hold for now
but Caroline will liaise with Head of Estates and
report back to F&GP.
Audit Committee may need to look into co-opting an
additional member.
Committee memberships were approved in principle.
BM.17.5.13

13.1

Staff Elections for Board of Management
1. Good Practice Guide for Staff Members to
Board
For Noting - Approved

BM.17.5.14
14.1

Updated Board Members Code of Conduct
For Noting – Mrs Fair had checked on whether there
was a template in UHI and on checking this is exactly
the same as the current Code of Conduct. Mrs Fair
suggested extended its use to 2020. This was
approved.

BM.17.5.15
15.1

Update to Standing Orders
The Standing Orders had been slightly altered to take
into account issues raised by the Auditors. However,
the Standing Orders will have to be reviewed to
reflect recent changes to Committees. This was
approved.

BM.17.5.16
16.1

Any Other Business
Mr Patterson informed the Board that the College is
hosting the Moray Chamber of Commerce Dinner on
Friday 1 September 2017.
Mr Easton suggested the Board consider including a
20-30 minute slot during Board meetings to allow
different academic areas to showcase the work of
curriculum areas. This would help to focus the
agenda on more academic and staffing issues. Some
discussion took place on the best format for this. As
the Board room is booked from 1000 on the date of
each Board meeting an option would be to hold this
prior to the actual meeting.
Mrs Templeton was asked to draw up a schedule for
this over the course of the academic year.

16.2

Action

BM.17.5.17
17.1

Date of Next Meeting
24 October 2017

RESERVED ITEMS
BM.17.5.18 Draft Reserved Minutes of Board of Management
Meeting held on 29 August 2017
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.

Mrs
Templeton

ASAP
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BM.17.5.19

Draft Reserved Matters Arising from Meeting held
on 29 August 2017
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.

BM.17.5.10

Update on VSS - verbal
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.
Update on National Bargaining
This item is reserved and the minute held in
confidence.
Meeting closed 16.25pm

Matters Arising Board Meeting 29 August 2017
Agenda Item: BM.17.6.05

ACTION SHEET/MATTERS ARISING FROM BOARD MEETING HELD ON 29 AUGUST 2017
Item

ACTION

DATE

BM.17.5.05

Matters Arising/Action sheet from Meeting held on 20 June 2017

5.1

To confirm the date for submission of the Gender Action Plan

Clerk

Immediate

5.2

8.4 To produce a brief summary on the nature of complaints for a future Board meeting

Mrs Templeton

ASAP

5.3

10.3 Mr Dalziel to hold discussions over College Safety Policies and Strategies with the relevant
Director

Mr Dalziel

ASAP

BM.17.5.06
6.1

Finance Update
To inform the Board of any major variance to FFR

Mr Clinton

ASAP

BM.17.5.08
8.1

Emerging Issues
To circulate an e-mail to Board members requesting members highlight two best things about the
past year and two things that could have been better

Clerk

ASAP

BM.17.5.10

Principal’s Report
Update on Strategy
To circulate contact details of Board members and SMT to allow Short Life Working Groups on
Strategy to communicate

Clerk

Immediate

Clerk

ASAP

10.2

BM.17.5.16
16.1

Any Other Business
To draw up schedule for academic areas to showcase the work of curriculum areas

Matters Arising – Board Meeting 29-08-2017

Draft Minutes of Finance and General Purposes Meeting 12-09-2017
Agenda Item: BM.17.6.06 (i)

FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES
Minutes of Meeting held on
Tuesday 12 September 2017
At 1.30 pm in the Board Room

Present:
Mr Murray Easton
Mr David Patterson
Mr Joe Bodman
Mr Nick Clinton
Mrs Caroline Webster
Mr Mark Harshaw
In Attendance:
Mrs Deborah Newton
Mrs Cathie Fair (Clerk)

Item
F.17.4.01
1.1
1.2

Action
(i)
Resignations
Resignations had been received from Mr Sam Russell
(ii)
Appointments
Mrs Caroline Webster and Mr Mark Harshaw had
joined the Committee and Mrs Deborah Newton was
in attendance.

F.17.4.02
2.1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies had been received from the following:
Mr Peter Graham
Mr Jim Knowles
Mrs El Melton

F.17.4.03

Any Additional Declarations of Interest including
specific items on this Agenda
No additional declarations of interest were noted.

3.1
F.17.4.04

Draft Minutes of Finance Meeting held on 13 June
2017

4.1

The minutes were accepted as a true record and
approved by the Board:
Proposed: Mr J Bodman
1

Date

Draft Minutes of Finance and General Purposes Meeting 12-09-2017
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Seconded: Mr M Easton

F.17.4.05

Draft Matters Arising/actions Sheet from Board
meeting held on 13 June 2017

5.1

Mrs Fair to check whether the letter requested
by the Committee had been received from Fiona
Larg confirming that the College will incur no
financial liability for student residences
7.3.1 Some discussion took place to clarify what
was required in relation to £200K maintenance
and the need to clarify how this is drawn down.
It was explained that UHI allocate this to Colleges
using a formula based on student numbers. If
not spent this gets repaid. In addition to this, last
year, £10 Million from sale of Glasgow College
was divided amongst Colleges in Scotland and
the College’s share of this was £120K which was
spent on IT upgrades during the holiday.
To invite Head of Estates to next meeting to
present Estates Maintenance Plan
7.3.2 Completed, mailing group has been shared
but will need to provide update as Committee
membership has been updated.
9.1.1 – On Agenda for today’s meeting. Mr
Clinton has set up Commercialisation Action
Group and they have held initial meeting.
9.1.2 – Completed, Mrs Taylor presented a paper
at Board meeting on 20 June 2017.
9.1.3 – Completed and on Agenda today
12.2 – Insurance Policy – Mr Clinton was asked to
forward Insurance Schedule to Committee
To forward College Insurance Schedule to
Committee members
12.4 Pensions briefing for Board members still
outstanding.
Mercers to be invited to provide presentation on
Pension liability outside of F&GP and Mr Clinton
to brief Committee
12.5 Procurement – Report on APUC to F&GP
meeting in November
12.6 – Adjustment to FFR – completed.

5.2

Action
5.3

5.4

5.5
Action
5.6
Action

5.7

2

Clerk

Immediate

Clerk

ASAP

Mr Clinton

ASAP

Mr Clinton

Next F&GP

Mr Clinton

Next F&GP
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F.17.4.06

Draft 16/17 Management Accounts

6.1

Mr Clinton explained that the College is currently
without an Assistant Accountant as Mrs MacLean is
on maternity leave. The maternity replacement had
left after a short time and the Accounting Technician
had taken the opportunity to leave through the VS
scheme. This has meant that the Accounts
department is operating under considerable pressure.
Mrs MacLean is currently working one day per week
and will be back full time from October. Various
options to relieve the pressure on the department
were discussed including seeking assistance through
EO or from Perth College.
To approach Perth College Accounts Department to
Mr Clinton
determine whether they could offer a temporary
secondment
The Committee took time to consider the draft 16/17
Management Accounts line by line examining figures
where there was a material variance. The Committee
noted that significant progress had been made in
reducing the initial forecast deficit of some £900K to
a previous estimate of £465K. .There was concern
however as to whether further reductions delivered
in the last 3 months were real or reflected the fact
that certain year-end accounting entries were still
being finalised Some discussion took place about HE
funding which showed an additional £128K and Mr
Patterson explained the methodology for allocating
this funding and how a late adjustment had been
made which increased the overall funding allocated
to the College.
To circulate the details of HE funding allocations in
Mr Patterson
support of the balance reported in the accounts
Some discussion took place around payroll costs and
the impact of VS departure including the logic as to
why Teaching staff costs appear to have risen whilst
support staff are down. Overall payroll costs are
down by a net £64K and Mr Clinton has confidence in
this overall reduction.
It was noted that non staff costs were down £219 K
and some discussion took place around why this
should be the case. It was felt that perhaps the
extent to which budget holders had responded to
the financial constraints of the College were greater
than previously anticipated, although a line by line
check was proposed to identify potential areas where
costs had been fully accounted for or accrued
Mr Easton expressed caution regarding the latest
figures given the extent of improvement being
reported in the last 3 months.

Action

6.2

Action
6.3

6.4

6.5

3

ASAP

Immediate
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6.6

Mr Clinton was asked to check the £90K set aside for
adjustment re student debtors (reconcile with SITS)
and was asked to seek some guidance from Mr
Cruickshank on the SITS system and decide whether
this was in reality an offset of the variance reported
against Tuition Fees. It was noted that an additional
resource would be required to reconcile these
figures.

F.17.4.07

2017-18 Financial Forecast Return
Income and Cash Flow Summary and Comparison v
FRP
On examining the Cash Flow Forecast presented, Mr
Easton stated that the final cash position of £389K
had been a remarkable turnaround relative to the
previous forecast in the FRP of (£598K).
The total income in the FRP predicted a total income
of £12,333 whereas the FFR predicts £12,167 which is
a shortfall of £166K. HE Funding is based on 930 FTEs
whereas FRP was based on 950 FTEs. The FE position
is a lot less favourable with 135 full time students
short of targeted amount. UHI reduced our credit
numbers in light of FE numbers. Mr Patterson
explained that some analyses has taken place where
students have not materialised to determine reasons
behind this. The Committee queried current
marketing initiatives as anecdotal evidence seems to
suggest the College does not appear very visible.
Some further discussion took place on reasons behind
the shortfall including high levels of employment
locally and schools holding onto students longer.
Some further discussion took place on implications of
these. Mr Clinton is on the SLWG for Core Funding
and explained there will be no short term clawback
but the College needs to consider what needs to be
done to address the shortfall.
Clarification was sought on what Tuition fees
represented and it was explained that these are for
non funded courses such as part-time or evening
classes. Discussion took place on the impact of Brexit
which appears to be affecting the numbers of
Erasmus students adversely.
The Committee queried the opportunity to raise
money through research and Mr Patterson explained
that this is driven by the REF (Research Excellence
Framework). The Committee discussed what the
College can do in relation to boosting student
recruitment and Mr Patterson explained all the
various initiatives taking place. Some further
suggestions were made around further initiatives

7.1

7.2
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7.3

7.4

7.5

such as adverts in Train or Bus stations, pop up shops
etc.
The Committee spent some time discussing total
expenditure costs with the FFR showing £9035
against the FRP of £9017 which basically related to
payroll costs. Some time was spent considering these
figures and looking at the impact of the VSS scheme
which failed to deliver fully. The Committee sought
advice from Mrs Newton as to whether a provision
should be made in the 2016/17 accounts for the
residual costs of the 7 staff leaving through the VSS
Cash flow forecast for 17/18 shows £389K with a
repayment to UHI of a cash advance of £300K so £89K
in the bank. This represent a huge improvement on
previous cash flow forecast. Some subsequent
discussion took place around planning for a scenario
where the College moves toward recovery and
generates a cash surplus. Mr Easton suggested the
Principal consider a list of priorities where additional
funds could be beneficially applied Mr Patterson
noted we are now sitting at number 2 within the
region in relation to campus redevelopment and this
is because NHC are shovel ready. The Committee
suggested the College may need to spend money on
getting into this position.
The Committee approved the FFR budget for 17/18
in the form of a deficit £240K

F.17.4.08
8.1

2018-19 Financial Update
Financial forecasts for 2018/19 were presented to the
Committee for noting.

F.17.4.09
9.1

Commercialisation
The Committee had been presented with draft terms
of reference for the New Commercial Activity Group
and some discussion took place around this and the
proposed financial target. Mr Easton thanked Mr
Clinton for his work on the draft terms of reference
and recommended some simplification to these as
outlined in a paper he had prepared.
Management to review and revert on a simplified
version of the Terms of Reference

Action

F.17.4.10
10.1

Strategy – sustainability feedback
A short life working group had met to discuss the
sustainability element of the strategic plan and had
come up with a list of objectives and measurable
outcomes. Mr Clinton suggested that there might be
something included under sustainability of the
curriculum.

5

Mr Paterson
& Mr Clinton

Immediate
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Action

To share Sustainability paper with other Short Life
Working Groups noting that this is a work in progress

F.17.4.11

Building Committee
Transfer of current issues/actions to F&GP
A decision had been made by the Board to shelve the
Building Committee noting that should the College
get funding for campus redevelopment this would be
reinstated.
Head of Estates to be invited to attend next F&GP
meeting and provide an update to the Committee on
Estates issues.

11.1

Action

F.17.4.12
12.1

12.2

Emerging Issues
Accounting System Project
Mr Clinton reported to the Committee on the current
status of the Accounting system project. UHI has
reached a crossroads and they need to consider
whether the project be scrapped or continue as they
have already invested £500K into the scheme. There
have been huge delays. Moray College had
previously taken the decision to delay
implementation for one year and the Committee
considered this to have been the right decision at this
time.
Pension Briefing
This had been discussed under matters arising (see
item 5.6)

F.17.4.13

Policy Issues update:

13.1

Mrs Fair had been asked to update the Committee on
Policies that were currently due for review and
should come to this Committee for approval. It was
noted that the VPFE is looking towards convergence
of policies across UHI to save duplication of work and
the Committee suggested holding off on
development of policies until this becomes clear.

F.17.4.14
14.1

Any Other Business
Mr Clinton advised the Committee of a judgement in
the European Court called the Brockenhurst VAT case
which he had become aware of through the VAT
Liaison Contacts. Basically Colleges that provide a
service such as hair, beauty and the training
restaurant should be able to reclaim VAT. This could
potentially benefit the College to the tune of £50£100K.
A company called Geraldine Eve can help claim
commercial rates of up to 80% which have been

14.2
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Clerk

Immediate

Clerk

Immediate
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Action

overpaid. However, there is potentially the risk of an
increase in rateable value.
To forward details of this to Miss Webster

Reserved Items:
F.17.4.15
Draft Reserved Minutes of Finance and General
Purposes Committee Meeting held on 13 June 2017
15.1
This item is reserved and minute held in confidence.

F.17.4.16
16.1

F.17.4.17
17.1

Draft Reserved Matters Arising/Action Sheet from
F&GP meeting held on 13 June 2017
This item is reserved and the minute held on
confidence.
Date of next meeting – 28 November 2017
Mrs Fair reminded the committee that the next
meeting would take place in the morning of 28-112017 and would be the meeting where the
Committee would look at the Statutory Accounts for
2016/17 followed by the joint Audit/F&GP in the
afternoon.

7

Mr Clinton

Immediate

Summary/Overview of Audit Register as at October 2017
Audit Register Type
Audit Actions
Identified
Board Effectiveness
17
Budgetary Control
2
Business Development
6
BD - Oil & Gas
12
Corporate Governance
3
Corporate Planning
6
External Audit*
4
Health & Safety
1
Procurement & Purchasing
1
Publicity & Communication
2
Risk Management & Business Continuity
2
General Data Protection Regulations ("GDPR")**
1
Executive Team Structure**
4
TOTAL
61
TOTAL (as a percentage)
100.0%
* Matter raised in respect of external audit for year-ending 31 July 2016.
** Per Henderson Loggie internal Audit reviews carried out in September 2017.

No
Progress
7
2
5
1
3
18
29.5%

Partial
Progress
7
2
3
9
3
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
35
57.4%

Complete
3
3
1
1
8
13.1%

Signed Off By
Auditor
-
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Committee:

Full Board

Subject/Issue:

GDPR Awareness
This paper responds to the recent GDPR audit which identified concerns
about awareness of GDPR and progress towards full compliance in time
for the go-live date of 25th May 2018.

Brief summary of the paper:

UHI is in the process of developing a GDPR Toolkit Mapping resource
which partners can use as an assessment tool for measuring readiness.
The draft assessment tool has included in this paper, together with the
College GDPR Action Plan.
The College is working collaboratively with UHI to ensure the approach
to GDPR implementation is consistent with the partnership and will
benefit from the work already carried out by UHI to develop standard
templates and procedures.

Action requested/decision
required:
Status: (please tick )

For noting.
Nonreserved:

Reserved:

Date paper prepared:

12th October 2017

Date of committee meeting:

24th October 2017

Author:

Derek Duncan

√

Link with strategy:
Please highlight how the paper
links to, or assists with:
 compliance
 partnership services
 risk management

Risk Register ID Moray/25: Non-compliance with relevant statutory
regulations.
Major risk to the College if not compliant with GDPR go-live date of 25th
May 2018.

 strategic plan/enabler
 other activity (eg new
opportunity) – please provide
further information.
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Equality and diversity
implications:

Resource implications:
(If yes, please provide detail)

Yes – important implication for how personal data is stored and used by
College departments.
GDPR will strengthen the processes around how the College stores and
monitors data related to equality and diversity.
As a public body, the College must appoint a Data Protection Officer and
consider any staffing implications around roles which need to change in
order that full GDPR compliance can achieved. A shared DPO resource
for the partnership is under consideration.
The partnership must also consider how best to support Boards of
Management and senior staff going forward in terms of GDPR strategy.
There are other resource implications to consider in terms of physical
building and IT security standards and these are yet to be determined.

Risk implications:
(If yes, please provide detail)

Risk of non-compliance with GDPR could lead to serious reputational
damage and financial penalties imposed by the ICO.
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GDPR Awareness Assessment
The UHI partnership adopted good practice in GDPR assessment established elsewhere and
developed a working document “Getting ready for the GDPR and new UK data protection
legislation”. The GDPR checklist has been used by the College to assess awareness against the
key GDPR objectives and outcomes:
GDPR Objective/Outcome

College Status (RAG) and Response.

Senior management awareness
• Regularly discuss data protection

Progress on preparation for the GDPR go-live date on 25th May 2018 needs to be a
regular agenda item for SMT meetings. The GDPR Action plan will be regularly
reviewed at SMT. Some initial staff development has taken place and, following
the recent re-structuring of the SMT, the work on GDPR is only now under way.

• GDPR has been recognised as a
challenge to the business

Yes, Internal Audit targeted GDPR progress and highlights the work required, but it
is underway. The risk register accurately captures GDPR as a risk.
A central UHI SharePoint resource is being used for sharing of information and
templates to support data collection and audit activities required for GDPR,
including the toolkit used for auditing GDPR readiness.

Data protection policies and procedures (including retention and disposal schedules)
• in place

Yes, but they now require updating.
A central UHI-records management policy and procedure is being considered. This
would be an appropriate development for Moray College given the use of the
central UHI toolkits.
The College could adapt it’s existing policy, but a partnership wide approach would
be more consistent.

• compliance is monitored

• compliance can be evidenced

The UHI standard data asset template is being used for this purpose. A Personal
Information Use register is also required and will be developed as part of the data
gathering exercise.
Yes in key areas such as MIS, HR and Finance where staff have much more
awareness of the DPA and the sensitivity around the data they hold. The
schedules and compliance will be reviewed as part of the data asset gathering
exercise.
Yes in key areas, but GDPR will change working practices in all areas of the College
and compliance monitoring will need to be more effective.

• regularly reviewed

New procedures must be put in place. Discussion with UHI will focus on the role of
a data protection officer (a non-executive function) which review and ensure
compliance. External support for Boards and SMT across the partnership will be an
important consideration going forward.

• communicated to staff

All staff in the partnership must undertake information security and DPA training
on Blackboard (these are modules with a multiple choice tests at the end). This
will raise awareness, but the full GDPR implementation will require more staff
awareness sessions and specific CPD will need to be undertaken by key staff.
A key action is to form a GDPR Implementation Group to ensure progress of the
action plan is effective and that information is cascaded throughout College.

Information security
Policies and procedures:
• in place

YES. Centrally developed by UHI and approved by the Board of Management
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GDPR Objective/Outcome

College Status (RAG) and Response.

• compliance is monitored

Yes, in key areas, but an audit is required of how staff comply across College.
Further awareness raising sessions are required.
Automatic security scanning of all areas of the physical College network is carried
out by UHI’s LIS team and is effective.

• compliance can be evidenced

Yes, in key areas, but an audit is required of compliance across College.

• regularly reviewed

These policies require board level approval and a local member of staff from
Moray will contribute to the central review of these policies by UHI.

• communicated to staff

The mandatory on-line training needs to be completed as soon as possible.

Formal mechanisms in place to identify breaches and handle incidents
• in place

Yes, co-ordinated by Director of Information and Student support.

• compliance is monitored

Spot checks take place in some areas, but is not systematic. New Process required
in line with GDPR standards.

• compliance can be evidenced

Requires GDPR compliant approach.

• regularly tested & reviewed

Requires GDPR compliant approach.

• communicated to staff

The new procedure will be part of the information rolled out to staff in time for the
launch date.
Clear statement provided in Student Confidentiality Policy but needs to be
reviewed in line with GDPR (will also consider staff data and information held
about external individuals).

Clear and accessible fair processing
information given to individuals

New projects and initiatives
• “privacy-proofed” at the planning
stage

Consideration given of DPA impact, but needs a new GDPR complaint approach.
UHI gave now developed GDPR privacy notice templates which must be
incorporated into the staff and student processes.

• Reviewed during development,
testing and delivery stage, i.e. preand post-implementation

Will be effective if GDPR processes are in place.

• ‘Privacy impact assessments’ are
conducted when necessary

The UHI Privacy impact assessment has been developed and must now be
implemented by the College.

In summary, the work carried out by UHI to date has provided a baseline for the development
of a local GDPR toolkit of templates and procedures for the College to take forward. The local
data asset audit is however a significant activity and is critical for the successful implementation
of GDPR. This will involve all line managers in College.
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The GDPR action plan shown below demonstrates the full range of activities to be completed.
ID

GDPR Area

Description of Action
Required

Responsibility

Status

Date
Required

Comments

1

Data Audit

Develop Moray College
GDPR tool kit following
UHI GDPR standards
and adopt for local use
where required.

Director IPSS

OPEN

GDPR tools
provided by UHI are
now being adopted
and used.

2

Staff Awareness

Key Line
Managers

OPEN

3

Data Audit

Form local Moray
College GDPR
Implementation Group
to contribute to and
oversee the progress of
the GDPR Action Plan
Complete Departmental
Information Asset
Register for All sections
- significant project to
identify all records &
retention schedules.
Will also capture legal
basis for processing.

Must be
fully
operational
in time for
launch of
GDPR 25th
May 2018
Immediate

Director IPSS +
Line Managers

OPEN

by end
November
2017

Using UHI standard
template for data
gathering exercise.
Knowing what data
you hold, where it is
stored and how it is
organised

4

Data Audit

Complete Departmental
Personal Data Inventory

Director IPSS +
Line Managers

OPEN

by end
November
2017

5

Data Audit

Provide each College
section with a GDPR
compliant data
retention policy
document describing
the outputs from the
data asset audit.

Director IPSS

OPEN

By end
January
2018

6

Data Audit

Ensure all College
processes requiring
consent are updated to
new GDPR standard.
Needs to consider age
of consent and impact
(e.g. need for parental
authority).

Director IPSS +
Administration
Officer

OPEN

Prior to
18/19 online
application
process.

Will also use
standard UHI
template. Mapping
the 5 W's of
personal data i.e.
the why, who,
what, when and
where.
This is a significant
amount of work,
but the low level
data will be
captured as part of
the data asset work.
The document must
make it clear how
data is used,
controlled and
destroyed by the
department in line
with retention
requirements.
Needs to be in
place for
application process
18/19 (December
17)

A central register of all
consent requirements
will be developed.

5

Members will have
a key remit to raise
awareness
throughout College.
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ID

GDPR Area

Description of Action
Required

Responsibility

Status

Date
Required

Comments

7

Implementation

Director IPSS

OPEN

By end
December
2017

Key areas are
around student and
staff data.

8

Implementation

Review all data
protection policies and
update for compliance
to GDPR Standards.
Ensure new timescales
around response to
subject access requests
are reflected in College
procedures.

Director IPSS

OPEN

By 25th
May 2018

9

Implementation

Encrypt End User
devices

ITU Officer

OPEN

By
December
2017

10

Implementation

Encrypt file servers and
backups

ITU Officer,
supported by
LIS

OPEN

By
December
2017

11

Risk analysis
(compliance)

Audit compliance with
GDPR across all College
sections.

Director IPSS

OPEN

By
December
2017

12

Implementation

Design SharePoint
system for document
management which
complies with GDRP
(will use UHI Document
Classification Scheme).
Needs to reflect College
structure.

Director IPSS,
ITU Technician,
Clerk to the
Board.

OPEN

By January
2018

These need to be in
place for the go-live
date.
A new Subject
Access Request
procedure may be
required to ensure
GDPR compliance.
Significant progress
- all Laptops now
updated to bit
locker. GDPR refers
to
pseudonymisation
(i.e. encryption) and
this will reduce the
impact of data
breaches.
Proof of concept
test complete, but
file systems now
being migrated to
UHI servers in
Inverness. Action
needs to be
reviewed.
Data audit will
capture this, but
must ensure every
aspect is covered.
Essential for all
College business
(including board
papers) to ensure
GDPR compliance.

13

Staff Awareness

Identify key staff for
GDPR awareness
training

Director IPSS +
Director HROC

OPEN

By
December
2017

14

Implementation

Liaise with UHI to
identify how the Data
Protection Officer post
will be implemented local or partnership
service?

Director IPSS

OPEN

By February
2018

6

In progress - 1 staff
member has
undergone training,
the administration
officer and MIS
assistant will attend
training in October.
Budget implication
and still to be
discussed. DPO
Must be
independent - a
data regulator for
the organisation.
Must decide on
how to support
Boards and SMT in
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ID

GDPR Area

Description of Action
Required

Responsibility

Status

Date
Required

Comments

terms of policy
development.
15

Implementation

16

Data Audit

17

Staff Awareness

18

Staff Awareness

19

Contingency

20

Lifecycle
Maintenance

21

Lifecycle
Maintenance

Implement UHI Privacy
Impact Assessment
template and ensure
staff awareness of new
process.
Identify and review
Privacy Notices
currently in use and
update to revised GDPR
compliant standard
developed by UHI

Director IPSS

OPEN

By February
2018

Template is ready,
to be part of Moray
College UHI GDPR
Toolkit

Director IPSS +
Line Managers

OPEN

Prior to
18/19 online
application
process.

Ensure all staff have
completed Information
Security module
(Blackboard) and DPA
Training (Blackboard or
ACM Marshall on-line
module)
Develop a
communication plan to
ensure all staff are
aware of GDPR
Ensure clear policy and
procedure in place to
handle data breaches.
Ensure procedures for
"right to erasure" are in
place and effective.

Director HROC

OPEN

As soon as
possible.

This mainly relates
to on-line
application and
enrolment - an FE
focus as UHI will
ensure the HE
process is
compliant.
In progress - All
staff are required to
complete this
training. Update
on progress
requested from LIS.

GDPR
Implementation
Group.

OPEN

As soon as
possible.

Director IPSS

OPEN

All Line
Managers

OPEN

In place for
25th May
2017
In place for
25th May
2017

Compliance monitoring

Data Controller

OPEN

7

In place for
25th May
2017

A monthly
newsletter would
be seen as good
practice.
Reporting
mechanism to ICO
must be clear.
Will be captured as
part of the data
asset work for each
department.
Must be able to
demonstrate
compliance.
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University of the Highlands and Islands
Committee
Date &Time
Location
Purpose
Quorum
Present

Further Education Regional Board (FERB)
Wednesday 13 September 2017 at 14000
EO1 Ness Walk, Inverness
Scheduled meeting
Half plus one.
Michael Foxley (Chair)
Blair Sandison
David Sandison VC
Peter Campbell VC
Grant Myles VC
John Hutchison VC
Neil J Stewart
Murray Easton
John Colston
Aideen O’Malley Telephone
Diane Rawlinson
Patrick O’Donnell
Gary Coutts Independent Chair of Court

In attendance

Clive Mulholland
Fiona Larg
Niall McArthur
Donald Macbeath VC
Willie Shannon VC
Graeme Kirkpatrick
Fiona Mustarde
Roger Sendall

Apologies

Gordon McGuinness; Clive Rowlands; Carroll Buxton; Scott John Ross, Holly Scrimgeour, Peter
Graham, Wilf Weir, Andrew Campbell, Seonag Campbell, Callum Stephen.

Action
1. WELCOME
The Chairman opened the meeting and noted that a quorum was present.
Declarations of interest: None
AOCB:. None.
2. MINUTES
The minute of the FERB meeting held on 11th May 2017 was reviewed and approved
subject to minor amendment/clarification(FERB17-035). The following points were noted:


4.11 – The Chair of FERB had conveyed the committees concerns in relation to the
impact of National Bargaining and the particular issues this presented for the
1
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smaller partners.


4.15 - the externally facilitated effectiveness review had not been considered in Chair/VPFE
detail by FERB at the last meeting. It was noted that this item would be considered
as a substantive item at the next scheduled meeting.

2.2 Matters Arising: FERB noted paper FERB17-036.
2.3 Review of delegated decisions: None.
4.4 National Bargaining
FERB received a presentation from Fiona Mustarde in relation to the implications of
National Bargaining for the University. The following points were noted:





National Bargaining will result in significant financial challenges for the University
with a potential increase in delivery costs of £10M per annum.
There is a significant risk that the University will need to cut back services in
remote and rural areas if additional funding is not available.
Scottish Government have indicated that implementation costs will be met by
Government for a period of three years only.
There is an urgent need to prepare for the impact of national bargaining across a
variety of fronts including:
-

Lobbying government for special funding on the basis that the regions colleges
as full partners of a tertiary University are markedly different to other FE
colleges and must be regarded as a special case.

-

Identifying the likely impacts on services if funding is not made available so
that stakeholders are fully appraised of likely consequences.

-

Actively seeking to remove University partners from National Bargaining and
ONS requirements and developing flexible tertiary contracts for staff who
deliver both HE and FE courses as a possible alternative.

-

Exit
Rapid progress with regard to implementing efficiency savings across the Mustarde
partnership.

F

3. CHAIRMANS REPORT
The Chair provided members with a verbal update in relation to his recent activities. The
following points were noted:
 Active engagement in discussions relating to National Bargaining and identifying
accurate data in relation to likely implementation costs.
 Hosting the Commissioner for Fair Access (Universities Scotland) during a visit to
Fort William and Mallaig.
 Participating in meetings with the Shetland Islands Council with a view to
progressing the tertiary review.
 Liaison with the Chair of Audit in relation to concerns raised about a perceived
2
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culture of non-compliance amongst partner colleges with regard to mandatory
information security training and governance requirements.
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4. GOVERNANCE PLANNING & FUNDING ISSUES
4.1 Student Activity Levels Monitoring
FERB discussed paper FERB 17-037 providing a report on performance against core and
ESIF credit targets.
4.2 Student Activity Targets 2017/18
FERB considered paper FERB17-038 and noted that it was unlikely that partners would
exceed core targets in 2017/18. This was due to a number of factors including
demographics/reducing school rolls.
4.3 ESIF DSW Work Stream Update
FERB considered paper FERB17-039 and noted that there was an urgent need for clear
guidance from SFC in relation to eligibility requirements and criteria as partners were
currently wary of committing to investing in projects when grant funding was uncertain.
4.4 Item discussed prior to 3 above.
4.5 Quality Monitoring Arrangements
FERB discussed paper FERB17-041 in relation to new quality monitoring arrangements.
FERB highlighted the need to ensure that a regional approach was pursued in preference
to focussing attention on individual partner’s activities.
4.6 Colleges Scotland Matters
4.6.1 Flexible Working Development Fund
FERB noted paper FERB17-042.
4.6.2 Rural and Remoteness Funding Future Consultation
FERB noted paper FERB17-043.
4.7 Academic Partner Governance Matters
4.7.1 Moray College Recovery Plan
The Principal of Moray College UHI presented paper FERB17-044. FERB was pleased to
note the good progress made by management including completion of the Voluntary
Severance Scheme and an improved financial forecast following a difficult and challenging
period.
4.7.2 Perth College UHI – ET Review Update
The Chair of Perth College UHI introduced paper FERB17-045 in relation to a recent
employment tribunal that had identified some significant issues and the subsequent
actions taken by the college board including progressing an independent internal review.
4
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4.7.3 Shetland Tertiary Review
FERB received a brief progress report from the Chairs of Shetland College and NAFC
Marine Centre in relation to the ongoing review. It was noted that some good progress
had been made with further meetings planned for September 2017.
4.8 Academic Partner Financial Monitoring Reports
FERB considered paper FERB17-047 indicating a forecast deficit for 2021/2022 of
approximately £5M resulting primarily from the impact of implementing national
bargaining.
It was noted that FERB would prefer to receive financial reports in an alternative format in
future with an increased level of analysis and commentary to highlight any key issues and DOCR
concerns as opposed to receiving spreadsheets of financial data.
4.9 Partnership Acivity
4.9.1 FE Workstream Update
FERB noted paper FERB17-048.
4.9.2 SFC Strategic Dialogue Meetings
FERB noted paper FERB17-049.
4.10 Work based learning hub
FERB noted paper FERB17-050.
4.11 Compliance with FE Code of Governance
FERB noted paper FERB17-051.
4.12 Capital Projects Updated Priorities Report
FERB noted paper FERB17-052.
4.13 Forthcoming Changes to Data Protection law.
FERB noted paper FERB17-053. It was noted that FERB supported the concept of
appointing a shared Data Protection Officer for the University.
5 Audit and Risk Management
5.1 Corporate Risk Register and Policy Statement
FERB noted paper FERB17-054.
5
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DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 22 November 2017.
The meeting closed at 16.30
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MORAY COLLEGE UHI
2016/17 FINANCIALS

Income & Expenditure Forecast (£000s)
Budget

1

(FRP)
Income:

Expenditure:

FE/HE Recurrent Funding
Additional Funding
Education / Non-fundable Activity
Tuition Fees
Other Income

Staff Costs:

General
Pension & Payroll provision
Operating costs
Depreciation

Surplus / (Deficit)

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

April 2
Estimate

Draft 3
Actuals

Variance
v Budget

Variance
v April

(FFR)

8,211
449
578
1,629
1,395

8,243
358
543
1,580
1,403

8,344
358
515
1,687
1,477

133
(91)
(63)
58
82

101
0
(28)
107
74

12,262

12,127

12,381

119

254

(9,220)
0
(2,869)
(779)

(9,158)
0
(2,657)
(778)

(9,160)
(89)
(2,528)
(763)

60
(89)
341
16

(2)
(89)
129
15

(12,868)

(12,593)

(12,540)

328

53

(606)

(466)

(159)

447

307

4

Budget - 'Financial Recovery Plan' (FRP) as approved by Board in Feb 17
April Estimate - 'Financial Forecast Return' (FFR) as of 30 April and as presented to Board in May
Draft Actuals - based on current draft 2016/17 management accounts inclusive of an actuarial pension adjustment of £64k
The previous forecast was a deficit of £466k; this latest draft position for 16/17 represented an improvement of £307k and is
well within the 'balanced budget' outcome (this being a deficit of £450k)
Increased funding primarily due to an uplift received from HE MicroRam of c.£80k (which was not known until Jun/Jul 17), and
greater than anticipated ESIF income (c.£20k)
Increase in FE tuition fees due to a rise in the level of block release fees from Construction (c.£60k), while April Estimate
appears to have been overly prudent (anticipated income was c.£50k lower than original/FRP)
Increase mainly due to an increase in Other Grant Income (i.e. PGDE Teaching grant)
Costs reflect a reduction in average manpower to 232 FTEs (v 239 in FRP) and exclude the VSS payments made in July 17
payroll of c£210k (additional income for funding VSS has also been excluded so that comparatives are not skewed)
This includes the actuarial adjustment/charge to Income of £64k, together with an accrual to cover the payroll costs (inc oncosts) for support staff leaving under VS in Sept 17 (as these costs had crystallised by 31 July 17)
Lower than anticipated spend under Travel, Training & Recruitment Costs (£55k) and Misc. Expenses (£60k)

5

6
7

8
9
10

Cash Forecast (£000s)
Budget

1

April 2
Estimate

(FRP)

Draft 3
Actuals

Variance
v Budget

Variance
v April

(FFR)

Income Surplus / (Deficit)

(606)

(466)

(159)

447

307

Non-cash Adjs:

779
0
(329)

778
0
(331)

779
64
(329)

0
64
0

1
64
2

(156)

(19)

355

511

374

(97)
0

(97)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(97)
129 )
)
(129) )

(658)

(658)

(658)

0

0

28

21

204

176

183

(727)

(734)

(551)

176

183

(883)

(753)

(196)

687

557

285

285

285

0

0

(598)

(468)

89

687

557

Financing

Depreciation
Actuarial Pension adjustment
Deferred Capital Grant release

Loan Repayments
Capital Funding

Capital Expenditure
Working Capital:

UHI advances repaid
Other

Net Cash Flow
Opening Cash Balance
Closing Cash Balance (pre any UHI advance in July 17)

Notes:

11.
12.

12

Working capital improvement was influenced by an increase in the net year on year movements in creditors and debtors
The closing cash positions for 31 July 17 above are exclusive of any anticipated/actual cash advance received from UHI; the
budget assumed £700k and the April Forecast anticipated £600k while the actual cash advance required was £300k. Net cash
balances including those numbers are shown below:

Closing Cash Balance (post any UHI advance in July 17)

102

132

389

287

257
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MORAY COLLEGE UHI
2017/18 FINANCIALS

Income & Expenditure Forecast (£000s)

Income:

FE/HE:

FE Recurrent Funding
HE Recurrent Funding
Transition funding

ESIF Funding
Additional Funding (Mtce grant)
Education / Non-fundable Activity
Tuition Fees
Other Income
National Pay Bargaining

Expenditure:

Staff Costs: Pre NPB increase
National Pay Bargaining
Operating Costs
Depreciation

Surplus / (Deficit)

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3 Year 1
Plan

Budget 2

(FRP)

(FFR)

Latest
Estimate

Variance
v Plan

Variance
v Budget

5,207
2,863
0
147
233
675
1,658
1,403
147

5,421
2,767
154
32
201
649
1,600
1,343
276

5,421
2,767
154
32
201
649
1,600
1,343
276

214
(96)
154
(115)
(32)
(26)
(58)
(60)
129

12,333

12,443

12,443

110

(9,146)
(147)
(2,429)
(761)

(9,000)
(411)
(2,511)
(761)

(9,000)
(411)
(2,511)
(761)

146
(264)
(82)
0

(12,483)

(12,683)

(12,683)

(200)

0

(150)

(240)

(240)

(90)

0

3
4

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
5

3 Year Plan - the 2017/18 element of the 3 year 'Financial Recovery Plan' (FRP) approved by Board in Feb 17
Budget - the 'Financial Forecast Return' as of Aug as discussed and agreed with F&GP in Sep in line with Board guidance in
Additional transitional FE funding awarded to Moray College in addition to annual yr on yr increase awarded of 1.6%.
A planned reduction in ESIF funding levels was not anticipated in the FRP 3 year plan
The outcome of NPB is expected to increase staff costs by £411k; it is assumed that the Cost of Living adjustment of £135k
will require to be absorbed by the College while the balance of £276k will be funded by the SFC
Staff costs increased by £70k as actual VSS savings (c.£280k) were less than anticipated in the FRP (£350k); this was more
than offset however by a reduction of 9 FTEs (FRP: 235 v Budget: 226) resulting from extra staffing efficiencies delivered in
2016/17. The 226 FTEs includes c.10 FTE's which are yet to be assigned to specific areas/departments

0
0
0
0

Cash Forecast (£000s)
3 Year 1
Plan

Budget 2

(FRP)

(FFR)

Latest
Estimate

Variance
v Plan

Variance
v Budget

Income Surplus / (Deficit)

(150)

(240)

(240)

(90)

0

Non-cash Adjs:

779
(329)

761
(329)

761
(329)

(18)
0

0
0

300

192

192

(108)

0

(97)
90

(97)
90 )
)
(90) )

(97)
90

0

0

0

0

Depreciation
Deferred Capital Grant release

Cash from Current Year operations
Financing

Loan Repayments
Capital Funding

Capital Expenditure
Working Capital:

(90)

UHI - repayment of 16/17 advance
UHI - new advance in 17/18
Other

(90)
7

(700)
500
(5)

(300)
0
(24)

(300)
0
(24)

400
(500)
(19)

(302)

(421)

(421)

(119)

0

(2)

(229)

(229)

(227)

0

Opening Cash Balance

102

389

389

287

0

Closing Cash Balance

100

160

160

60

0

Cash from Other Sources
Net Cash Flow

Notes:

7.
8.

8

The advance required from UHI at the end of 2016/17 was £400k lower than assumed in the FRP as actual income and cash
flow for the year exceeded the planned outcomes
While the Latest Estimate for 2017/18 shows a positive cash position, due to the timing of cash movements there may still
be a requirement for a cash advance from UHI in July 18.

0
0
0
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HISA Update
Purpose of report
To update the board on the local and regional activities of HISA for the last three months.
1. Local Update
1.1. Student engagement
In August, the HISA Moray office moved from above the student services building to the reception
area. This move has brought new opportunities for growth, and a number of staff and students have
dropped into the new office who previously were unaware of HISA’s on campus presence. HISA
would like to thank the college staff and the board for making the move possible.
In August and September the HISA deputes were involved in welcoming students during the
induction weeks. In total the deputes gave an estimated 20 class talks with HE students. This was
followed by a further 15 class talks with both FE and HE students during the class rep election
period.
At the Freshers fayre, HISA provided a stall with freebies and opportunities to sign up to various
clubs and societies. Clubs and societies that are currently on offer for 2017-18 include:







Football club (Men)
Football club (Women)
Art Society
Literature Society
Music Club
Sub-Aqua Club

A Warhammer club currently remains in development. Furthermore HISA has been working closely
with Anna Templeton, Quality Officer, on recruitment for a college choir.
In October HISA Moray hopes to release a calendar of social and recreational activities which will be
available online.
1.2 Class Reps
This year HISA is running the class reps system at Moray College. Recruitment of reps took place in
the September. HISA Moray delivered three training sessions to students in the first week of
October, with a further two scheduled for the end of October. The first meeting was held on the 11th
October 2017.
This year more than 110 reps were elected within the college. Of those reps, 53 have been trained at
the time of writing, with two training sessions yet to take place. A total of 61 reps have attended the
first meeting.
HISA provided reps with “Welcome Packs” containing college branded notebooks, highlighters, pens
and USB pen drives. Reps also have access to the new UHI Blackboard interactive training module for
reps to access, and a community space on blackboard will be available in November.
HISA Moray would like to extend a warm welcome and invitation to any members of the Board who
would like to attend any class rep meetings.
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2. Regional update
2.1 Freshers and Graduation
The three full time regional officers of HISA have been travelling throughout the partnership to
various freshers fayres and graduations. Officers have attended 12 graduations where they
presented the HISA awards to winning staff. Officers also attended all freshers fayres within the
partnership to engage with students.
2.2 Staff changes
The HISA staff team has expanded in the last six months. Since the last update to the board the
following changes have occurred:







Gemma Wilson started post as Administration Co-Ordinator on 30th July
Lucie Bell started post as Communications Co-Ordinator on 14th August
William Mohieddeen moves from his post as Student Engagement Co-Ordinator in Oban to
Student Association Co-Ordinator in Perth on 24th October
Dianne Weldon joined HISA during August as part of the PCSA/HISA merger
Anne Thom has been seconded to HISA as part of the ICSA/HISA merger
Louise Morgan starts post as Student Engagement Co-Ordinator in Oban on 24th October

Currently a further Student Engagement Co-Ordinator is being recruited for the northern colleges
who is expected to start in post in November. Following this recruitment Kat Bateson, Student CoOrdinator based in Moray, will be splitting her time between Moray College UHI and Inverness
College UHI.
2.3 Officer Inductions
The new cohort of elected officers took post on 1st August. In total, 19 deputes began their posts at
this time, however a further 2 new posts have now been elected in Shetland along with a by-election
in Argyll College UHI.
This year HISA welcomes 7 new officers from Inverness College UHI and Perth College UHI. These
teams have undergone additional training for their local campuses. Furthermore HISA in Shetland
has moved to a more unified approach between Shetland College UHI and NAFC Marine Centre UHI.
This area is now represented by a team of three elected officers.
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Principal’s Report
Summary
This report updates members on the outcomes of Operational Planning for 2016/17 (Appendix 1),
presents FE course attainment data for 2016/17 and FE course enrolment data for 2017/18 (both
Appendix 2), and outlines key workstreams for consideration as part of this year’s College Operational
Plan (see below).

Review of Operational Plan 2016/17
The final review of the 2016/17 Plan indicates that 13 tasks are regarded as achieved, 15 were
progressed but not completed, and one (progressing of campus redevelopment) could not be actioned
beyond participation in regional and SFC-led assessment exercises. Most of the amber-rated tasks
need to be progressed in some form this year with particular regard to data-monitoring workarounds
for retention and progression; review and development of curriculum and teaching; and
organisational culture aspects of manager autonomy, communications, and workforce planning.

Enrolment
In 2016/17 the college exceeded its combined FE and ESIF credit target of 19659, and secured its
highest ever full-time equivalent (fte) HE enrolment of 941 students.
FE enrolment to date indicates a current possible shortfall of c.1400 credits on target. The college has
advised the region that it will not be able to use its additional ESIF credit allocation (c.£30k) this year
due to the projected shortfall. Extra management actions taken in September have resulted in some
increased year-on-year recruitment over the past 3-4 weeks. HE enrolment is estimated to be in line
with the budgeted figure of 930 fte students. Actions related to these issues are included in the
workstreams below.
The financial impact of the core FE target shortfall would range from £0 to c.£400k depending on the
performance of other partner colleges in the region.

Attainment
The college’s FE attainment on full-time programmes for 2016/17 has been revised down to 60.1%
(64.9% in 2015/16), principally due to lower student retention after the November census date.
Actions related to this issue are included in the workstreams below.

Finance
At the time of writing the college is projecting a financial outturn for 2016/17 of c.£200k deficit, well
within both the Financial Recovery Plan target and the Scottish Government guidelines for a ‘balanced’
budget. The agreed FFR for 2017/18 has a forecast deficit of £240k. This is before any impact of any
shortfall in FE funding.

Capacity
The planning for, and the start of, this new academic year has been significantly impacted by the
serious disruptions the college experienced towards the end of 2016/17. Staff at all levels have felt
the effect of this belated ‘catch-up’ period, and students have not been oblivious to the impact on
staff and services. The college started this year with around 6% fewer employees than 12 months
previously, and with very little scope within the college budget for increasing the number of staff. The
ambitions we have for this college, and the draft programme of both urgent and important

developments we need to proceed with, will challenge both the Board and the executive team to
navigate a path over the coming months that is both aspirational and achievable.

Proposed workstreams for the Operational Plan in 2017/18
The majority of the tasks below are in addition to the ‘business as usual’ (‘bau’) activities of the college.
They are structured in line with the five proposed strategic aims of the college.

Curriculum
1. Develop a new Curriculum Strategy document (incorporating strategic aim and objectives,
priorities, efficiencies and lessons learnt from the Rainbow Review process)
2. Embed and monitor the effectiveness of curriculum changes introduced at the end of
2016/17:
a. Credit changes to frameworks (to reduce assessment workload on staff/students and
to facilitate progression/transitions)
b. Introduction of Learning Development Workers (to improve monitoring of retention,
progress towards attainment, and intelligence on reasons and destinations for
withdrawing students)
3. Review and develop:
a. HE curriculum and growth/development areas (first review workshop held with Gary
Campbell, and college is now re-engaged with UHI developments in Engineering,
Computing, and Optometry)
b. FE curriculum in line with Moray Regional Skills Assessment/Labour Market
Intelligence and efficiency requirements
c. Respond to 2017/18 FE enrolment shortfall:
i. Mitigate impacts in 2017/18: gap in credit numbers; gap in income
ii. Understand causes of 2017/18 shortfall and plan for full target enrolment in
2018/19

Learning and Teaching
1. Education Scotland and KPIs:
a. Implement final agreed Action Plan of the EREP
b. Address issue of user-friendly access to data to:
i. Monitor retention
ii. Monitor progress to attainment
iii. Monitor positive destinations (also for non-completers)
2. Set up and action the ‘Red’ and ‘Rainbow’ Review programme (this is a ‘bau’ item) for :
a. Under-performing curriculum areas
b. Outstanding curriculum areas
3. ‘Blue Sky’ Development Days - reconfigure to combine:
a. Sharing and celebration of good practice
b. Focus for curriculum teams on EREP Action Plan and L&T issues
c. Statutory/mandatory training and updates
4. Director of Learning and Teaching priorities
a. Develop planned lesson observation and improvement programme, including
b. Development of Coaching and Observation training
c. Secure agreement to introduce this new supportive, ungraded system

Work on the near horizon for strategic priority areas outside of Curriculum and Learning & Teaching
includes:

Organisational Culture/Development
1. Staff survey work group to reconvene
2. Internal and external communications plan/strategy
3. Structure Consultations for 2018/19
4. Health and Safety arrangements to be confirmed
5. Change management process review

Partnership
1. Moray CPP
a. On-going support for Moray Growth Deal
b. Agree and plan contribution to Locality Plan actions
2. UHI
a. Engagement in HE curriculum developments
b. Engagement in UHI change programme
c. Research involvement and Knowledge Exchange contributions
3. Schools
a. Ongoing ‘bau’ activities:
i. STEM activities and event
ii. Developing work of DYW skills framework
iii. Senior Phase planning
b. Contribution to review and planning of 18/19 college recruitment arrangements
4. Employers
a. Apprenticeships
b. FWDF (Flexible Workforce Development Fund)
c. Contribution to curriculum design, delivery, assessment and review

Sustainability
1. Deliver Financial Recovery Plan, including
a. Implementation of contribution/efficiency budgeting
b. Commercialisation actions
c. Regional review of FE funding mechanism
d. Consolidation of FE/HE grant income
2. Estates and Environmental
a. Capital maintenance programme for the year (‘bau’)
b. Medium-to-long term plans from SFC’s £5.8m Condition Survey estimate
3. Ensuring delivery of national and regional priorities
4. Systematic catch-up and simplification of governance and audit requirements
a. UHI ‘single policy environment’

After discussion at this meeting, a formal Operational Plan for 2017/18 will be prepared taking
cognisance of:
1. Outstanding Actions of the 2016/17 Plan
2. The final agreed Action Plan of the college’s EREP (College Self-evaluation report) tabled at
this meeting
3. The college’s agreed Strategic Aims and Objectives (to be discussed at this meeting)
4. Current cross-partnership work to draft the UHI Operational Plan 2017/18
5. College capacity
The plan will also be informed by the positions on enrolment, attainment, and college finances.

Appendix 1: MORAY COLLEGE UHI OPERATIONAL PLAN 2016/17 End of Year review
No.
1

KEY TASK

Midyear
RAG
rating

Comments

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

FINANCE

Address structural issues in income distributed to the college with
1.1 UHI Executive Office, UHI Academic Partners and the Scottish
Funding Council

Interim solution agreed with additional FE credit funding made available for
2017/18

Agree with the Regional Strategic Body, and fully implement, a
1.2 medium-term Recovery Plan to return the college to financial
sustainability

Plan agreed, implemented, and first year target achieved.

Design, introduce, and fully implement an improved contribution1.3
based budget monitoring process for all budget holders

Process was introduced, but full implementation will not be possible before
Q1 2017/18 accounts are produced.

1.4

Design, introduce, and fully implement a revised high level finance
and performance monitoring and reporting system

Regular finance monitoring continued under existing system. College credit
report from UHI Student Data Reporting Group is live both no other outputs
yet relevant for implementation.

1.5

Review and deliver increases in non-funded sources of income in line
with the agreed College Recovery Plan

Non funded activity in 16/17 increased by over 20% (£515k for 16/17 against
£425k in 15/16) but was below the FRP target of £578k.

1.6

Develop responsive and flexible in-year recruitment to learning
opportunities that will maximise enrolment

FE core and ESIF credit targets achieved and audited.

2

Endyear
RAG
rating

Principal

Principal/Director of
Finance
Director of
Finance/Assistant
Accountant
(Alan/Michaela)
Director of
Finance/Director of
Curriculum & Quality
(Derek)/PPG
Assistant Principal/Director
of Finance/Head of
Marketing & ExRel
(Tom/Alan/Jacqui)
Assistant Principal/Head of
Marketing & ExRel
(Tom/Jacqui)

TEACHING AND LEARNING

Review the processes for evaluation of Teaching and Learning in line
2.1 with the Vision Statement developed by Students and Staff, and the
new Education Scotland framework

Education Scotland were commissioned by the college to undertake baseline
assessment due to lack of an appropriate College process. Will be developed
by the new Director of Learning and Teaching.

Assistant Principal (Tom)/
Directors of Curriculum &
Quality

Ensure recording, dissemination and development of 'Blue Sky' days'
initiatives relating to Teaching and Learning (see 6.4)

Recording undertaken, but analysis and dissemination not yet formalised.
Need identified for more formalised CLPL to sit alongside these development
days.

Associate Director (Garry)

Identify and develop new teaching programmes that will support the
Recovery Plan of the college and enhance its reach and expertise

BA Integrative Health approved and recruited in 2017/18. College now reengaged in UHI developments for Engineering, Computing, and Optometry.
Developments in Whisky and Digital Health not yet progressed to AD1
approval stage. Further work required on opportunities analysis for wider HE
provision.

Assistant Principal (Tom)
/Directors of Curriculum &
Quality

Much work undertaken and some actioned as part of this process, but formal
agreed plan not yet completed.

Director of Curriculum &
Quality (Derek)

2.2

2.3

2.4 Review the positioning and development of the Moray School of Art

2.5 Review essential skills provision for implementation in 2017/18

Review visits and desk research undertaken but findings not agreed and
implemented

Assistant Principal (Tom)

Identify, and maximise impact of, opportunities to support STEM
2.6 development and schools delivery through Energy Skills Partnership
(ESP) membership

Several agreed initiatives underway with ESP support (Primary Engineer
Training, student and staff STEM Ambassadors, training with RAF for 900
Moray P7 pupils) and outline plans developed for STEM-based week in 2018.

Director of Curriculum &
Quality (Chris)

New, more focussed CMG meeting links Heads of Service and Academic
managers. New Approvals and Modifications Group meets weekly to discuss
QA issues and ensure that proposed changes to curriculum are dealt with
timeously.

Assistant Principal (Tom)

The college's three Associate Assessors are now leading all Course Committee
meetings to embed the new quality arrangements. Arrangements will be
reviewed following the collge Self-Evaluation.

Assistant Principal (Tom)

As 1.5

Director of Curriculum &
Quality (Derek)

3

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Streamline meeting structures and focus Quality Assurance
3.1 processes including self-evaluation on College Priorities, the
Outcome Agreement, and the new Education Scotland framework

3.2

Use the College's Education Scotland Associate Assessors to review
and lead academic committee structure and processes

Ensure user-friendly access to the right data to drive forward College
3.3 performance, linked to UHI Student Data Reporting Group
developments
4 EMPLOYERS

Heat map continues to be utilised for the purposes of gathering information
about EE across the college. UHI CRM system is currently being introduced
and once fully operational may take over as the key EE evaluation tool.

Head of Marketing &
ExRel/Directors of
Curriculum & Quality

Identify a lead employer engagement contact in each curriculum
4.2 team, and action plan and deliver at least one new employer
engagement initiative in each curriculum team

Each curriculum area has identified an employer engagement lead. All
curriculum areas have access to the Moray Skills Pathway where employers
lead the sector groups.

Assistant and Associate
Directors

4.3 Target and grow Modern Apprenticeships

MA income increased by 31% from £84k to £110k.

Head of Marketing & ExRel
(Jacqui)

4.4 Target and grow Foundation Apprenticeships (from 0 to 24)

No full-year enrolments for FAs in 2016/17 but target enrolments completed
prior to end of the 2016/17 session

Associate Director (Jackie)

Moray Skills Framework agreed by the DYW Moray Board. College personnel
have been identified as sector leads.

Associate Director (Jackie)

4.1

5

Review the recording processes for employer engagement activities
across the College

SCHOOLS

Identify a college lead for each sector skills grouping in the
Education/Employer Partnership Structure to work with schools' and
5.1
employers' representatives to align curriculum, CPD and training
opportunities informed by Labour Market Information
5.2

Review and agree a revised Senior Phase programme to align it with
the agreed Moray Skills Framework

The revised programme offer for 2017/18 was agreed and finalised with
schools.

Assistant Principal (Tom)/
Associate Director (Jackie)

5.3

Map and develop Skills Sector Grouping- based 'inspirational events'
relevant to the Broad General Education (BGE) phase in schools

The Moray Skills Framework sector meetings are in process. Sector specific
events will be an outcome from these meetings.

Associate Director (Jackie)
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CORPORATE

Prepare and support the submission of an Outline Business Case for
6.1 Campus Redevelopment and ensure the College is 'shovel ready' by
January 2017

6.2

Support a submission for planning permission for, and prepare the
College to support and deliver, its Phase 2 Student Residences

Governance support: update Risk Management policy and processes
6.3 (by Q1), address any outstanding Audit actions (by Q1), and renew
Business Continuity plans (by Q4)

Shovel ready plan aborted when SFC stood down the firm working towards
this deadline. Moray campus redevelopment is a top priority in the UHI
Region and within draft Moray Growth Deal plans. A new Condition Survey
process has been conducted by the SFC to inform the next Spending Review.

Assistant Principal (Anne)

Residences are open and operational. Our initial information on utilisation
was incorrect and there is an issue with occupancy.

Assistant Principal (Anne)

Q1 Risk and audit issues were addressed. Business Continuity Plan not yet
updated and updated list of outstanding audit issues now to be prioritised and
worked though. Future policy review will be impacted by UHI partnership
"common policy environment" work.

Assistant Principal (Anne)

Prepare and launch 'Blue Sky' days and ensure there is engagement
6.4 from all staff, with appropriate report-back opportunities to capture,
disseminate and develop initiatives

as 2.2

Associate Director (Garry)

Coordinate College partnership representation within UHI and CPP
6.5 structures to ensure effective contributions, alignment with
priorities, and dissemination to staff

Comprehensive coverage and leadership within CPP structures, appropriate
representation within UHI. Some communications gaps with dissemination.

Assistant Principal (Anne)

Update, review and implement revised strategies on Access and
Inclusion; Equalities Outcomes; and Procurement

Achieved.

Assistant Principal (Anne)

Review and develop the strategy for workforce planning and
development

Clear processes exist in relation to the alignment of teaching staff with
curriculum demands with workload modelling, staff review and professional
dialogue. Workforce planning in relation to support staff is less well-defined.
To date the focus has very much been about the management, control and
reduction of staffing costs but it will be necessary to quickly move to a
position to where workforce planning can support the strategic objectives for
the college moving forward to a recovery position.

Head of Human Resources

6.6

6.7

Achieved
On target
Behind target
Will not be achieved

Achieved
Progress but not achieved
Not achieved

STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKING GROUP
ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE

Strategic Aim
To develop and maintain an organisational culture that promotes the core values of UHI
and makes people feel safe, valued, supported, and able to maximise their individual
potential.

Strategic Objectives
1. That positive behaviours supporting those core values are embedded across the Moray College
community by:


Ensuring that core values are understood by those who work, study, visit and interact with
the college



Ensuring that policies and procedures are consistent with core values



Accepting feedback where behaviours are considered to be inconsistent with core values

2. Adopt an inclusive, consistent and transparent decision making process by:


Ensuring that the wider college community and its stakeholders are advised timeously of
issues that affect them, are involved as appropriate in the decision making process through
meaningful consultation and are advised of the outcome of that process

3. Provide a safe and supportive working environment by:


Actively promoting appropriate arrangements with regard to dignity at work, the elimination
of discrimination and the positive promotion of equality



Ensuring that health, safety and welfare arrangements are in place and promote best
practice

Performance Management / Key Performance Indicators
With the proviso that the legacy issues outstanding from the 2016 Staff Survey be addressed by re-establishing the Board /
SMT / Trade Union working group that, subject to general agreement between those stakeholders, measuring the progress
of the strategic aim and underpinning strategic objectives be conducted through a further staff survey (circa 2019), a
student survey involving HISA and an external stakeholder questionnaire.
That periodic reporting to the Audit Committee on progress be agreed prior to the circa 2019 survey.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKING GROUP
CURRICULUM

Strategic Aim
To offer a forward-looking curriculum shaped by local, regional and wider priorities, which
meets the needs and aspirations of our students, employers and wider communities

Strategic Objectives
1. Developing a curriculum that provides direction for the review and approval of a
flexible curriculum portfolio by:


Gathering and assessing wide reaching and forward looking intelligence



Being responsive to changes and emerging opportunities in the local economy and
business environment



Optimising the delivery of curriculum opportunities in collaboration with UHI
partners

2. Curriculum design and delivery that is work-relevant, contextualised, appropriate,
engaging and includes rigorous monitoring of course performance by:


Enabling opportunities for accessible, seamless, supported transition through flexible
learner journeys at all levels, to further and higher study and / or vocational
employment opportunities



Creating opportunities for robust employer engagement, which positively influences
curriculum development and design in addition to developing industry relationships
that lead to externally funded research projects.

3. Strengthening our reputation and raise our profile in specialist curriculum areas to
become a destination of choice by:
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Identifying and actively promoting areas of expertise and niche educational /
vocational opportunities

STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKING GROUP
PARTNERSHIP

Strategic Aim
To cultivate education solutions and learning skills that makes Moray College a recognised
partner of choice

Strategic Objectives
1. Work with partners to raise awareness of Moray College as a UHI partner by:


Promoting the ‘University Brand’ with all partners and stakeholders.



Ensuring the tertiary nature of the partnership is recognised.

2. Further develop partner relationships by:


Working closely with Schools in terms of raising awareness of progression
opportunities, inspiring and raising individual aspirations, being part of the senior
phase of secondary education and actively engaging with schools to increase student
recruitment / uptake to Moray College



Liaising with Employers in terms of Modern Apprenticeships, the regional economy
and market place and emerging new initiatives



Engaging with Moray Community Planning Partnership and assisting in the delivery
of the local outcome agreement



Actively working with the wider UHI partnership toward further integration

3. Apply a proactive approach to partnerships which create real added value by:


identifying new opportunities in research

Key Performance Measures ???
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STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKING GROUP
SUSTAINABILITY

Strategic Aim
Create and maintain a financial and asset management framework to enable the academic
objectives of the College to be delivered within a risk managed process

Strategic Objectives
1. Implement the actions in the approved 3 year Financial Recovery Plan (FRP) by:


Delivering positive cash flow for the 2017/18 academic year (excluding any UHI
advance)



Creating a plan to deliver positive income for 2018/19



Identifying and delivering additional commercial opportunities which improve cash
flow



Actively seeking opportunities for creating process and cost efficiencies across the
UHI



Using any excess cash to pay down debt during the FRP period

2. Ensure the College property portfolio, facilities and working capital are safely and
effectively managed by:


Providing a safe environment based on a policy of no harm to people



Ensuring capital modifications and major maintenance requirements are understood
and kept up to date



Ensuring proposals are properly positioned and prioritised for funding within the UHI

3. Ensuring full financial transparency by:


quarterly reporting of current year actuals & forecasts for Income & Cash



monitoring the impact of material outcomes on the following year



maintaining a ‘watch list’ of key financial uncertainties



early warning to F&GP of material changes, and a policy of ‘no surprises’ to Board

Key Performance Measures are reflected within the respective strategic objectives
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Cover Paper for Update on Strategic Planning
Agenda item: BM.17.6.17 (i)

Committee:

Board of Management

Subject/Issue:

Strategy Update

Brief summary of the paper:

Paper being presented is the latest draft of a Core Strategy designed
to set out the strategic direction for Moray College within a 3 year
horizon.

Action requested/decision
required:

For review, amendment as required, and approval

Status: (please tick )

Reserved:

Date paper prepared:

October 2017

Date of committee meeting:

24.10.17

Author:

M.Easton on behalf of Board & SMT Members

Link with strategy:

The draft Core Strategy:

Please highlight how the paper
links to, or assists with:
 compliance
 partnership services
 risk management
 strategic plan/enabler
 other activity
Equality and diversity
implications:
Resource implications:

Non-reserved:

x

- sets out medium term strategic objectives based on the 5
strategic priorities identified and agreed by Board in August
- defines how key strategic outcomes will be achieved
- sets boundary conditions where appropriate
The approach also assumes that delivery of the strategy will be
underpinned by good business practice, full compliance with
legislation, regulation, policies and procedures, and behaviours
which reflect the core values of the College

Compliant

None

(If yes, please provide detail)
Risk implications:
(If yes, please provide detail)

Without a properly defined and approved strategy, there is no
direction to inform strategic decisions and no basis for the
development of short term operational plans and budgets

Cover Paper - Corporate Parenting Plan
Agenda Item: BM.17.6.19 (i)

Committee:

Board of Management

Subject/Issue:

Corporate parenting Plan

Brief summary of the paper:

Outlining Moray College plan for supporting students who have been in
care or are still care

Action requested/decision
required:

Approval

Status: (please tick )

Reserved:

Date paper prepared:

April 2017

Date of committee meeting:

24 October 2017

Author:

Heather Henderson

Nonreserved:

x

Link with strategy:
Please highlight how the paper
links to, or assists with:
 compliance
 partnership services
 risk management
 strategic plan/enabler

Compliance with government legislation Children and Young People
(Scotland ) Act 2014. Showing links with partnership working to
ensure all Corporate Parents are working together for the benefit of
all young people in care, or who have previously been in care. IT
should be embedded in strategic plan looking forward

 other activity (eg new
opportunity) – please provide
further information.
Equality and diversity
implications:

Ensuring we are complying with all legislation associated with
Corporate Parenting.

Resource implications:

-

(If yes, please provide detail)
Risk implications:
(If yes, please provide detail)

-

Cover Paper - Corporate Parenting Plan
Agenda Item: BM.17.6.19 (i)
References: http://www.buttleuk.org/areas-of-focus/quality-mark-for-care-leavers
: http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/11/7306/2

Definitions:
Family Firm
The post school outcomes for care experienced young people and other equality groups
in Moray are not always positive. These young people are less likely than their peers to
go on to further or Higher Education, training or find employment. In turn, long term
unemployment can have a significant impact on their life chances and many do not
achieve their full potential. The family Firm is expected to be successful at increasing
positive destinations post school and a way of ensuring that all Moray’s young people
are offered the same opportunities.
The Family Firm is part of the wider Corporate Parenting approach which aims to
support young people as they move into adulthood. Guided by the principles within “Our
Family Firm” published by Scottish Government in January 2011.

The Role and Responsibility of the Corporate Parenting Strategic Group

The Corporate Parenting Strategy Group is a strategic board which meets not less than
every four weeks. The remit is to: 







Lead the implementation of Moray’s Corporate Parenting Strategy;
Ensure Moray meets its corporate parenting duties within the Children and
Young People (Scotland) Act 2014;
Provide support and guidance as required to all corporate parents;
Engage fully with Moray’s CECYP (Care experienced children and young
people) to ensure we continuously seek to improve our approaches to
corporate parenting;
Oversee arrangements for transitions to life beyond care for young people
including ensuring future housing, employment and educational needs are
fully supported as well as their health and wellbeing needs;
To ensure a strong relationship with Moray Champions Board

There are a number of working groups that meet and report to the Corporate
Parenting Strategic Group. Membership of the groups are made up of young
person’s representatives (CECYP – who are keen to be Champions) and
professionals, who made a commitment at the launch of the Board.
The views of CECYP who choose not to be Champions are made known in a
variety of ways. Some CECYP prefer to engage with the “Moray Group” and

Cover Paper - Corporate Parenting Plan
Agenda Item: BM.17.6.19 (i)
have other CECYP (Champions) take their issue forward through the working
groups or through the Champions board. Some CECYP choose not to attend a
group, and some are placed out of Moray so their attendance may be limited, but
are keen for their views to be represented in the work moving forward. They do
this by raising their issue with their parent/ carer, or through advocacy or through
Viewpoint
The Role and Responsibility of the Champion’s Board

The Champions Board includes the following: CECYP (participating in different ways);
Senior Corporate Parent Leaders (Chief Officers, Directors, Elected
Members), committed to taking a lead on actions identified by the Champion’s
Board;
 Key professional supporters and facilitators, willing to support the CECYP in
those areas of work identified for action.



The Champions Board had a prelaunch in February 2017 and a formal launch on
7th June 2017. It is anticipated that this will develop over a period of 3
years. Key practitioner supports include: Who Cares? (Scotland), Action for
Children and Moray Council Placement Services. Working together as a
practitioners group members consider how best to progress issues raised by
Moray’s CECYP.
The Champions Board will meet every 4 months, but this is subject to review as
the Board develops.
There will be interdependency between The Champions Board and the
Corporate Parenting Strategic Group.

Corporate Parenting Plan
Moray College UHI
Version date: 10th April 2017

Introduction
Moray College UHI is one of the three largest academic partners of the University of the Highlands and Islands. Our college is set
in the centre of the Cathedral city of Elgin with a population 110,000 where we have two campuses. We deliver courses ranging
from Further Education courses including SVQ and National Certificates focusing on learning within a realistic work environment
through to HNC, HND, Degree and Postgraduate courses at our main campus and at our Technology Centre. Our courses can be
studied full time, part-time, online or as distance learning.
At Moray College UHI there are currently 3743 students enrolled at the college, 2591 on Further Education and 1152 within Higher
Education programmes.
We strive to ensure all our students’ experiences are the best they can be; our objective is to help them to maximise their potential.
We pride ourselves in being an inclusive organisation that welcomes applications from young people, from a wide range of
backgrounds and are keen to ensure that looked after children and care leavers have the opportunities and support to make a
success of their time at College.
The College’s ambitions are expressed in its Mission, Vision and Values which are set out in the Strategic Plan 2016-2020. These
are:
Mission Statement
“To transform lives, and to be at the heart of transformation in Moray and the wider region”
We will achieve this through delivering experience of teaching, learning and support.
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Vision Statement
Our Vision is that we will be ‘famous’ for:





The quality of our teaching, learning and support
Our partnership work with stakeholders
The positive impact and outcomes of what we do
Our values – doing the right things in the right way

Values Statement
The ‘CORE’ Values that govern our behaviour are therefore:





Collaboration
Openness
Respect
Excellence

Definition of Corporate Parent
The College is identified as a “Corporate Parent” in the Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014. Corporate Parenting is
defined as:
“An organisation’s performance of actions necessary to uphold the rights and safeguard the wellbeing of a looked after child or care
leaver, and through which physical, emotional, spiritual, social and educational development is promoted.”
Part of the Act requires Corporate Parents to show how they are meeting the requirements in sections 58 to 61: this plan indicates
how we will meet these. Although responsibility for the management of the care experienced is allocated to one team within the
3

college, the role of corporate parent belongs to every individual within the organisation and we are all responsible for fulfilling these
corporate parenting duties.
The Act is also underpinned by Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC) which is a national approach to improving the wellbeing of
children and young people in Scotland, and it also refers to the eight wellbeing indicators known as SHANARRI, which offer a
holistic view of each young person, identifying their strengths along with their barriers to growth and development.









Safe: protected from abuse, neglect or harm
Healthy: having the best possible standards of physical and mental health support to make healthy and safe choices
Achieving: accomplishing goals and boosting skills, confidence and self esteem
Nurtured: having a nurturing and stimulating place to live and grow
Active: having opportunities to take part in activities
Respected: being given a voice, being listened to, and being involved in the decisions which affect their wellbeing
Responsible: taking an active role within their home, school and community
Included: being a full member of the communities in which they live and learn, receiving help and guidance to overcome
inequalities

Committed as a Corporate Parent
The College has signed the Who Cares? Scotland “pledge to listen” to children and young people in care pledging that “ the college
is totally committed to working as a team, in partnership with care experienced young people to ensure that we provide the best
possible opportunities for these young people to develop their talents and achieve their full potential”.
As a Corporate Parent we have also signed up to the Scottish Care Leavers Covenant, where the College will endorse the
principles and actions outlined in the Covenant, incorporating them within this action plan and will work with our corporate parenting
partners to deliver the transformational change required to improve outcomes for all our care leavers into adulthood.
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Creating our First Corporate Parenting Plan
Moray College in preparation of writing this plan has collaborated with students who have experience in the care system, the
Highlands and Island Student Association (HISA) and a range of corporate parents. This plan shall be presented to Moray Council
Corporate Parenting Operational Group which has representation from Police Scotland, Social Work, Education NHS Moray and
Housing. We have also consulted with Who Cares Scotland and The Centre for Excellence for looked after Children In Scotland
(CELCIS), the local Developing Young Workforce (DWF) Group and the “Moray Council Family Firm” part of a wider Corporate
parenting approach which aims to support young people as they move into adulthood. We have also attended College
Development Network Parenting events and in house University of Highlands and Islands (UHI) events, providing opportunities to
network and share good practice.

Who is our plan for?
Moray College UHI will support every young person under the age of 26 who is looked after by a local authority through Foster
Care placement, Supervision Order, Kinship Care order or in Residential Care and these young people who were in care on or any
time after their 16th birthday but are no longer looked after by a local authority known as a “Care Leaver”. We have a duty to show
how we aim to deliver on our corporate parenting responsibilities for care experienced students and have a duty to produce a plan
which will outline how we do this. As a Corporate Parent we should be able to provide the best possible support and care for young
people.
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What Corporate Parenting means for us
Moray College is proud to be an integral part of the community serving “ALL” and strives to provide excellent support to all
students. We recognise the difficulties students from care backgrounds can have and we need to ensure we can make their
transition and journey as seamless as possible.

Corporate Parenting means that we have a duty to :
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Collaborate with other corporate parents
Talk to young people, families and carers
Develop a plan to specifically support care-experienced students
Report on what we are doing every 3 years.
take any other action that we consider appropriate for the purposes of improving the way in which we exercise our service in
relation to looked after young people and care leavers
Ensure we undertake educational and employment transition planning for young people in care. This starts early with
sustained support from public and third sector bodies and employers available throughput their journey toward and into
employment as is deemed necessary.

Current Support
The College already recognises the needs of care experienced students and has been working to support them. We were awarded
the Buttle UK Quality Mark in 2014, which endorsed our commitment to young people in and leaving care, and we are committed to
continually improving access to education for this vulnerable group of learners.
We currently gather information which is disclosed. This comes from referrals through Moray Council supported by a Data Sharing
Agreement with Skills Development Scotland (SDS). We receive information from students in a care background from themselves
verbally, via application and enrolment forms and a wide range of external bodies including:









Schools
Through Care After Care
Action for Children
Employment Support Services
Jobcentre Plus
Beech Brae Education Centre
Foster Care
Who Cares Scotland
7



Aberlour Mentoring and Kinship Care.

We have recently expanded our support services by introducing Learning Development Workers who, working closely with teaching
staff, shall work directly with students to gain the best possible support and outcomes. This role includes a particular remit for
ensuring support for students currently in care or those who have come from a care background. They shall work closely with the
our Student Services team, our Learning Support team, Skills Development Scotland staff and our Associate Director for
Curriculum and Quality who looks after all those transitioning from school.
We also are part of the Moray Corporate Parenting Family Firm, the Moray Corporate Parenting Planning Group and participate in
the activities organised by the Champions Board in Moray whose official launch will be on June 7th 2017. The proposed
Champion’s Board represents an excellent opportunity for the College to work with key partners in social care, city governance,
health and other sectors to further develop the support offered to people with care experience. The College’s support and
membership of this body will give it a chance to learn directly from the service users involved regarding what they think and feel
would support them; helping the college to improve its services and performance as a Corporate Parent.

Baseline Student Data
The College started to ask whether students were care experienced from Session 2015/2016.
It is clear that the additional support in place for care experienced students in Session 2016/2017 has had a significant impact on
the number of students who now complete their course, with an increase of 29% of FE students and 21% of HE students.
At this time the attainment performance indicator rates are not available for Session 2016/2017.
As student numbers are small in terms of overall student population it is difficult to compare the performance indicator rates of
those students with care experience against the college student population as a whole however additional plans are in place to
improve the support for students and their outcomes will be carefully monitored going forward.
The tables and graphs in Appendix 1 provide summary information however the Corporate Parenting Action Plan (Appendix 2) has
been informed by more detailed student data analysis.
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Appendix 1: Summary Baseline Student Data

2015/2016: Retention

2015/2016: : Retention
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2015/2016: Attainment based on
Enrolments
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Appendix 2: Corporate Parenting Action Plan

The Plan
The plan covers each of the six area’s and follows the model developed by the Centre For Excellence for looked after Children in Scotland
(CELCIS). The six areas are:

Corporate Parenting Action Plan

Area

Current Relevant Activities

1 Alert

1.1 Care Leavers and Looked After
Young People (LAYP) have a
named person in Student Services,
The Student Advice manager. All
staff are aware who to signpost too
and will support the student until
contact is made.

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
All Staff in college are aware of
issues which may affect LAYP and
Care leavers.
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Expected Outcomes
Monitor attendance and progress.
Liaise with social workers,
residential care workers, through
care after care etc. attend review
meetings.

Area

Current Relevant Activities
1.2 Moray college is involved in
Transitional planning with Moray
Council and a member of their
Family Firm. This provides a
framework for the council and
Corporate parenting partners to offer
learning opportunities for care
experienced young people and
others who require additional
support. Our Associate Director of
Curriculum and quality oversees all
transitional issues. We have a Data
Sharing HUB with Skills
development Scotland (SDS) and
work closely with them.
1.3 Keep in communication and
engage with corporate partners.

1 Alert

1.4 Advice sessions for students at
pre start events and induction to
include general care leaver info.
Ensuring named person is
introduced.
1.5 Application and enrolment forms
have section for care leavers to
disclose.
1.6 Ensure we have named contact
for The Family Firm and Champions
board.

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
Continue communication with school
guidance and sharing data.

Expected Outcomes

Phone calls/ visits and emails.

Fewer students arriving whose
needs we are not aware. Identify all
care leavers and LAYP.
Students aware of the support in
place. Give advice and information
to make sure they are fully
supported and aware of support
available.
Making sure all students have an
opportunity to disclose at start of
session and also during session.
More direct communication.

All teaching staff made aware to sign
post students in their class
inductions.

Continue to do this.

Information sent out to all relevant
agencies.
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We should be aware of all students
who have been in care from our
other corporate parents and who
have disclosed themselves.
Continue to collaborate with our
partners to identify prospective
students and encourage disclosure.

Area

Current Relevant Activities
1.7 Organise a care leavers group.

1.8 Staff development.

1.9 Learning support workers hold
session in The Study bar.
1.20 All new staff made aware of
care and LAYP plan.
1.21 Through care after care team.
1.22 member of councils Corporate
parenting team and Family Firm.
1.23 A change in Student Behaviour.
1 Alert

1.24 Highlands and islands Student
Association (HISA )and Class reps
are made aware of who to liaise with
if they are dealing with an issue
regarding a LAYP person or care
leaver. They must sign post.
1.25 Residential Care homes,
Kinship placements, Foster carers,
contact details of the member of
staff responsible for LAYP and care
leavers in college.

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
Arrange meetings twice a semester.

August staff development
programme to communicate
information regarding care leaver
LAYP and carers. Developing online
training module for all UHI staff.
Identify struggling students and refer
for assessment and possible
personal support plan.
At induction.
Continue to keep in regular contact.
Ensuring all communication between
partners.
Be proactive rather than re –active.
Training for Class Reps and HISA.

Ensure that agencies involved have
the contact details at the earliest
opportunity.
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Expected Outcomes
Awareness of issues/difficulties from
the young people themselves.
Opportunity to develop more user
friendly systems.
Awareness of the difficulties to make
sure the care leavers are not
disadvantaged.

Support plan put in place.

An awareness of responsibilities and
risks.
Continue Multi Agency support.
Relevant Information sharing.
Support and sign post to appropriate
agencies for help.
All relevant staff aware of possible
issues surrounding a LAYP or Care
leaver.

Information is shared effectively.

Area

Current Relevant Activities

2 To Assess

2.1 Consult and engage with LAYP
and care leavers to identify needs
and potential barriers to
participation.
2,2 Develop information sheet and
display college handbook for looked
after young people and carers
around college.
2.3 Transitional meetings with Care
Providers and the prospective
students. Collaboration with other
agencies. Data sharing.

3 To promote the Interests

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
Individual or group meetings as the
group see fit.

Expected Outcomes

Form being developed. Awareness
of SHANARRI principles.

Useful information relevant to
individual students to ensure we
effectively teach and support the
students.
Awareness of issues to ensure the
best possible start at college. Early
Intervention. Effective partnership
with care providers to ensure any
additional needs are identified and
the process of providing specific
support in place ie
personal support plan. Ensure care
providers have sufficient information
on all support offered.
Their needs are met as soon as
possible and everything in place
before they start their course and
less chance of getting lost in the
system.
Information on students who have
taken part, and any problems of
which we need to be aware/
address.
Awareness/inclusion in events.

Awareness of provision in the
community.

2.4 Application and enrolment forms
allows student to alert us to fact they
are LAYP or care leaver.

Emphasise this at meetings, advice
session to social workers and other
relevant staff.

3.1 Liaise with external groups
students are involved in voluntary
groups etc.

Meeting with appropriate person.

3.2 Liaise with HISA.

Introduce students to Hisa
representatives.
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To alleviate possible barriers.

Area

Current Relevant Activities
3.3 Get together with students who
feel comfortable with meeting as a
group.
3.4 Try to arrange peer mentoring.

3.5 Student Advice Manager for
LAYP and Care Leaver supports
student with any additional financial
help they may require.
3.6 Student contact details.

4 To seek to provide
opportunities

4.1 Pre-course meetings as
necessary.
4.2 encourage disclosure throughout
the year at centralised event.
4.3 Work closely with Skills
development Scotland and other
agencies to promote opportunities.
4.4 Promote activities.

5 To take action to help these
children access opportunities

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
2 meetings per academic year.

Expected Outcomes

Work with HISA to enable this.
Training for HISA within strict
guidelines for peer mentoring.
Keep fully informed through student
development workers of
concerns/absence.

Students feeling supported and
introduce to new friends out-with
course.
Improve retention.

Ensure we have relevant
email/contact details of students not
just their care providers.
Dates/times arranged in advance.

Ensure students have all relevant
information/ all empowering.

Targeting students to make them
aware.
Contact and meetings.

Help with increased activity.

4.5 Involvement in volunteer week.

Engage with HISA activities coordinator.
Students aware of opportunities.

4.6 Thorough pre exit meeting.

Arrange one to one meetings.

5.1 We display the college handbook
for looked after young people and
care leaver for students to take
away.

Keep this up dated through the “who
cares trust”.
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Friendships.

Smooth transition and awareness of
possible barriers to
learning/inclusion.

Help with positive
destinations/awareness of career
paths.
Confidence/inclusion.
Confidence/inclusion.
Positive destination after college
course.
Keeping prospective and current
students informed.

Area

Current Relevant Activities
5.2 Information in Students Services
on smoking cessation, pregnancy
health sexual health drugs and
alcohol. Mental Health awareness.

5 To take action to help these
children access opportunities

6 To take actions to improve as a
corporate parent:

6 To take actions to improve as a
corporate parent

5.3 Promote use of College Fitness
suite.
5.4 Encourage students to take
advantage of our open door policy,
no question too stupid or trivial.
5. 5 introduction to Study Bar.
5.6 A new tile on Student Portal for
all students who have been in care
and are a LAYP with a relevant
information to them including named
person and others who can support.
5.7 Pre Exit one to one meetings.
5.8 Vacation grant form SAAS and
new finance for LAYP and students
who have been in care.
6.1Promote discretionary funds to
help with financial difficulties.
6.2 Awareness of current provision
and associated services for young
people leaving care.
6.3 Liaise with UHI Safeguarding
group sharing good practice.

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
Created time out room with
information on all these topics along
with Mindfulness colouring in and
origami. An Empathy room staffed
on a Tuesday and Thursday for pop
in sessions. Peer support group
every month on Mental Health.
Students encouraged to use at
induction.
Make students aware that they can
“just ask”.

Expected Outcomes

Meeting.
Keep the Tile (Student Portal)
information up to date relevant and
current.

Support academically.
More effective direct communication
with students

Via LAYP and students who have
been in care report.
Make Students aware.

Positive destinations.

Guidance staff and Development
workers explaining benefits.
Contact with Job centre, social work
and housing.

Relieve some monetary stress.

Continue membership of this group.
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Improved Health and Wellbeing.

Feel good factor/healthy
living/inclusion.
Included and listened too.

Encourage to progress in their
education and help financially.

Awareness of difficulties and
provision available when advising
young people.
Awareness of issues and steps
which may need to be taken.

Area

Current Relevant Activities
6.4 To ensure all funds and support
is being accessed.
6.5 Continue to provide a good
quality and effective service.

7 To collaborate with other
corporate parents

7.1 Schools through Schools liaison.

7.2 Children’s hearings reporter.
7.3 Skills development Scotland.
7.4 Corporate Parent Working Group
for Moray.
7.5 Police.
7.6 Social Work.
7.7 Local authority Care homes,
Private and foster carers.
7.8 The college is committed to
attending external training events on
looked after children young people
and care leavers.

Actions needed to progress work
in this area
Advisers, Learning Development
workers and learning support staff
identifying appropriate students.
Get feedback from LAYP and care
leavers through focus groups.

Communicate regularly with schools
ensuring all information is accurate
and any staff changes are informed
to us to ensure they know the
process on transitional meetings.
Continue to attend meetings and
raise awareness.
Continue transitional talks and
meetings.
Continue to attend and contribute
about issues arising from FE/HE
education sector.
Continue to liaise and maintain close
links.
Continue to liaise and inform.
Making them aware of our
facilities/support systems.
Being aware/alert to training
opportunities. Staff members share
information to relevant staff groups.
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Expected Outcomes
Ensuring students are making
applications to help support them
both financially and academically.
Any feedback we receive,act on and
make appropriate changes to
provide effective and high quality
service.
Young people’s needs flagged up to
college before they enrol onto a
college course.

Panel members aware of college
courses and issues.
Positive sign posting for college and
SDS..
Support and information.

Support and information.
Support and information.
Working in partnership to ensure the
best possible outcomes for students
in residential care.
Constantly improve skills for working
with this group of students.

